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1. Introduction 

Mengen is an Austronesian language spoken by approximately 4000 people living in the West Pomio and Central Pomio 

Census Divisions along the south coast of East New Britain Province. Ross (1988) places Mengen, or more specifically the 

Poeng1 dialect of Mengen upon which this paper is based, under the Proto Mengen branch of what he refers to as the North 

New Guinea Cluster of languages. Examples used were taken from natural Mengen texts2. 

As members of Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) our work is primarily among and for the benefit of the Mengen 

(Maenge) people. We wish to express our appreciation to the members of the Mengen language community, particularly those 

from Manginuna village where we have lived since 1990, for their hospitality, patience and help in teaching us their language 

and culture. 

The purpose of this paper is to present some of the insights we have gained during the course of our study of Mengen. 

The discussion that follows focuses on certain features of Mengen grammar that operate within a discourse as a whole, 

particularly in the areas of  verbal sentence arguments (including aspect and modality), connectives, and participant 

reference.3  

2. Verbal sentence arguments 

Before beginning the actual discussion it would be useful to look at some basic features of Mengen grammar, 

particularly how the modal-subject particle operates within a clause. Table I. below shows the basic Mengen clause 

constituents with sample sentences.  

Table I. – Mengen clause constituents 

 
(Subj.)  [modal-subject]  [Verb]  
Iau 
1S 

k-a 
R-1S 

matau. 
fear 

‘I am/was afraid.’ 

Ri 
3P 

k-eke 
R-3P 

lelemalaga. 
arrive.out 

‘They came out.’ 

 

                                                           
1 Both Ross and Chowning (1976) refer to the dialect of Mengen spoken along or near the coast of Jacquinot Bay as Poeng. Chowning also 
makes reference to two other dialects of Mengen, the Orford dialect named after Cape Orford to the east of Jacquinot Bay, and the 
Longeinga or Bush Mengen dialect spoken in an area of the interior to the northwest. 
2The analysis in this paper is based on a corpus of approximately 2,500 lines of text from various genre including: explanation, expository, 
interrogative, narrative, ritual speech, and procedural.   
3 For additional information related to Mengen grammar see Mengen Grammar Essentials (Rath 1986) and Logical Relations in Mengen 
(Madden 2000). 
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The modal-subject, which is obligatory in a Mengen independent clause, consists of a subject/number morpheme marked 

for either realis or irrealis modality. The different forms the modal-subject may assume will be presented in greater detail later 

in this paper , however the following examples are provided to give a brief preview of how this particle (underlined in the 

following examples) operates in a typical Mengen clause. Note that the prefix k-/ka- indicates realis modality, ng-/nga- 

irrealis, and t-/ta- counterfactive.  

 1) Gie ke mate na ragau keke kania. 
pig R.3S die then people R.3P eat.OBJ/3S 

‘The pig died then the people ate it.’ 

 2) Avollau laeala nge masmasia ura laeala ae i. 
bigman that IR.3S perform-magic.IMP.TR garden that POSS 3S 

‘that bigman will be performing magic (on) that garden of his.’ 

 3) Taroma iau a lea e bollau, iau ta magelegele rusu. 
CTF.if.saying 1S REL fish REL big 1S CTF.1S color highlight 

‘If I were a big fish, I would (display bright) colors.’ 

 

Another particle that bears noting at this point and which at first glance appears to operate very much like the realis-

irrealis modal-subject described above consists of the subject-number morpheme and the prefix al-/ala-. As it turns out this al-

/ala- particle functions to superimpose completive aspect over those that are encoded in the basic irrealis-realis modal-subject 

particle that normally accompanies the verb (and which may be incorporated within the al-/ala- particle). The al-/ala- particle, 

which will also be discussed in greater detail later, can be seen in the following example sentences.  

 

 4) Ta nanang laekia nga Boko ala lisina iala mana.  
so recount.NOM this about cassowary COM.POS boundary.3S that only  

‘There this story about cassowary, that's its end right there.’ 

 5) Ale rong. Kaningme o goname aleke rong. 
COM.3S complete food.PL or food-pile.PL COMP.3P complete 

‘That’s it. The foods or food piles are done.’ 

 

And lastly the la particle, which may often be found immediately preceding a nominalized verb in a clause, also works in 

conjunction with the modal-subject particle and functions to encode the notion of definite future action. The following 

examples illustrate the use of la. Note that the modal-subject has the k- realis marker while the verb contains the –ng- 

nominalizing marker (underlined in the verb).  

 6) Ke la kangagaliu ngapia? 
R.3S CER return.NOM when 

‘When will he return?’ 

 7) Oalo laeala ke la maninge po. 
vine that R.3S CER curl.NOM.TR fishnet  

‘That vine/rope will curl (around) the fishnet.’ 
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The modal-subject particles that we will be discussing in this paper are summarized in Table II. below: 

Table II. – Mengen modal-subject particle   

 
Markers Modal-subject Verb Translation 
k-/ka- k-e loa 3S went 
al-/ala- al-e loa 3S is gone 
ng-/nga- ng-e loa 3S may/will go 
la- k-e la 

l-o ng-o 
loanga 
loa 

3S will definitely go 
2S definitely go! 

t-/ta- t-e loa (if) 3S had gone 

 
 

2.1. Modality 

According to Crystal (1985) the term mood or modality “refers to a set of syntactic and semantic contrasts signaled by 

alternative paradigms of the verb, e.g. indicative (the unmarked form), subjunctive, imperative. Semantically, a wide range of 

meaning is involved, especially attitudes on the part of the speaker towards the factual content of his utterance. Syntactically, 

these contrasts may be signaled by alternative inflectional forms of a verb, or by using auxiliaries.”  

Foley (1984:213) adds that the terms mood or modality have been used in confusing ways to cover three grammatical 

categories including: illocutionary force , status, and modality. Subsumed under illocutionary force are such things as 

imperatives and interrogatives. Regarding status, he says “Status is often viewed as a binary distinction between realis-irrealis, 

and some languages use just such a binary distinction. However, within the irrealis dimension many languages recognize 

further distinctions, whether the action is necessary, or likely, or merely possible.” He suggests the following continuum: 

                 real ← necessary – probable – possible → unreal  

And finally, concerning modality he says, “modality characterizes the speaker’s estimate of the relationship of the actor of the 

event to its accomplishment, whether he has the obligation, the intention, or the ability to perform it.” 

Palmer stresses that modality mainly involves the subjective characteristics of an utterance and thus could be described 

as the grammaticalization of a speakers’ (subjective) attitudes and opinions.  In his view “…subjectivity is clearly basic. Only 

grammatical systems in which a great deal of subjectivity is involved can therefore be considered modal…” (1986:17). 

Several linguists, including Palmer, suggest that there are basically two kinds of modality: epistemic and deontic.  They are 

typically encoded in a language by either 1) modal verbs (e.g. may, can, must, ought, will);  2) mood markers (i.e. verbal 

inflection);  3) clitics and particles;  or  4) a complex system involving several or all of the three.4  

In the next few sections I will apply these modal categories to Mengen structures to describe the ways a speaker of 

Mengen views events or situations.  
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2.1.1.   Realis. 

In Mengen realis modality (or status) refers to events or situations that the speaker views as real, certain or actual5. Realis 

status is characterized by the presence of the morpheme k-/ka- on the modal-subject preceding the verb. The formula and table 

below demonstrates the basic structure of realis constructions using k-/ka-. 

(Subject)
  

[Modal-Subject] [Verb] 

 REALIS-SUBJECT   
1S k-a  
2S k-o  
3S k-e  
1Pi k-aka  
1Pe k-a  
2P k-aka  
3P k-eke  

 

 8) Iau ka matau. 
1S R.1S fear 

‘I am/was afraid.’ 

 9) Ita ka kania. 
1Pi R.1Pi eat.3S 

‘We (inclusive) (or All of us) ate it.’ 

 10) Ri keke lelemalaga. 
3P R.3P arrive.out 

‘They came out.’ 

 

Negative realis is formed by placing the negative particle sana inflected for subject and number between the modal-

subject and the verb as seen in the examples below. 

 11) Ko sano longo te iau. 
R.2S NEG.2S hear to 1S 

‘You didn’t listen to me.’ 

 12) Nga malle laeala urapuna ke sane bollau. 
in place that bush R.3S NEG.3S big 

‘In that place the bush is not big (dense).’ 

 

An additional ordering change occurs in negative plural realis constructions where the sana particle is placed between 

the two syllables of the modal-subject.  

 13) Ragau ke sane ke momo nga pelau kaona. 
PL.person R.3P NEG.3P/3S R.3P exist on sea mouth.3S 

‘The people don’t live on the sea’s coast.’ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
4 Mengen with its modal-subject particle that is marked for modality (mood) would appear to fall into the forth (complex) category. 
5 The realis forms can also encode any action that the speaker assumes will definitely happen. For details, see the discussion of  degrees of 
assertion under 2.1.3.  Epistemic modality. 
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2.1.2.   Irrealis. 

In Mengen irrealis modality (or status) refers to events or situations that the speaker views as potential, doubtful, or 

otherwise non-actual. Irrealis status is characterized by the presence of the morpheme ng-/nga- on the modal-subject 

preceding the verb. The formula, table, and examples below illustrate the basic structure of irrealis constructions using ng-

/nga-.  

(Subject)
  

[Modal-Subject]  + [Verb] 

 IRREALIS-SUBJECT   
1S ng-a  
2S ng-o  
3S ng-e  
1Pi ng-aka  
1Pe ng-a  
2P ng-aka  
3P ng-eke  

 

 14) Iau nga panna isura nga kumangng. 
1S IR.1S rest little from work.NOM 

‘I will rest from work a bit.’ 

 15) I nge loa ka manang laekia. 
3S IR.3S go TR canoe this 

‘He will take this canoe.’ 

 16) Agau e bollau nge poto minamina. 
person REL big IR.3S instruct thus 

‘The/an elder/big man will give instruction like that.’ 

 17) Urasaename ngeke lele. 
costumed-figures.PL IR.3P arrive 

‘The grass costumed figures will arrive.’ 

 

In conditional constructions the irrealis marking ng-/nga- (underlined in the examples below) is found on both the 

modal-subject particle of both the protasis and the apodosis and the condition connective ngaroma ‘IR.if.saying’ in the 

protasis as seen in the following examples.  

 18) Ngaroma ragau ngeke ka nga magalo, na nge tao rea 
IR.saying people IR.3P flee on ground then IR.3S walk 3P 

‘If people would flee on the ground then he would chase them.’ 

 19) Na ngaroma ragau ngeke longe na ngeke kaka. 
then IR.saying people IR.3P listen.OBJ/3S then IR.3P flee.IMP 

‘If people heard him they would run away.’ 

 

The negative irrealis is formed in much the same way as the negative realis constructions seen in section 2.1.1, but with 

one major exception. In negative irrealis constructions, the negative particle sana is placed before the modal-subject, not after 

the modal-subject, as shown in the following examples.  
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 20) Agau laeala e soali sane nge atu ka lomatana ae i. 
person that REL bad NEG.3S IR.3S come TR knowledge POSS 3S 

‘That bad person won’t/shouldn’t bring his knowledge.’ 
 
 

Negative plural irrealis constructions, unlike negative plural realis, are formed in the same way as the singular 

constructions shown above. Note that the subject marking on the negative particle in example (21) below appears to be the 

same as the singular marking seen in the example above. This is due to the fact that plural subject markings in Mengen are 

often abbreviated to simpler forms in constructions where plural subject cues exist within the context itself or in another 

element of the clause. In the example below the plural subject is encoded in both the subject noun goeme ‘children’ and the 

plural modal-subject particle ngeke ‘IR.3P’ before the verb.  

 21) Goeme sane ngeke lele mallaga muni.  
child.PL NEG.3P IR.3P arrive out again 

  ‘The children won’t come out again.’ 

 

In irrealis constructions for which the speaker asserts that they certainly will happen, the definite/certainty particle la is 

inserted between the obligatory modal-subject and the verb. Unlike the irrealis examples above, the modal-subject particle 

used in these irrealis constructions is k-/ka- ‘realis’, not ng-/nga- ‘irrealis’. The irrealis (or nominalizing) marker has been 

transferred to the verb, nominalizing it.  

 22) Mono te ke la atung muni. 
ship a R.3S CER come.IR again 

‘There will [definitely] be another boat coming.’ 

 23) Soare ke la siling ta kana posi ka rigo. 
spirit R.3S CER search.IR for POSS.3S meat at night 

‘The spirit will [definitely] search for meat for itself at night.’ 

 

2.1.2.1.  Imperative and hortative 

The imperative construction is encoded by using an irrealis modal-subject particle for which the subject is either second 

person singular or second person plural, as seen in the following examples. 

 24) Ngo loa ngo lage kamangnga gua inte nga ura. 
IR.2S go IR.2S dig.TR POSS.1Pe ginger part in garden 

‘(You) go dig us a bit of ginger in the garden.’ 

 25) One6 ngo kalaue tamang ta taonga kia.  
2S IR.2S help.TR father.2S to walk.NOM OBJ/3S 

‘You help your father carry them.’ 

 

 

                                                           
6 This form in which the modal-subject particle is preceeded by a pronoun is indeed an imperative,  the problem is that with certain verbs 
this construction can easily be confused with a simple irrealis (future) construction. For that reason the form in which the modal-subject 
particle is not preceeded by a pronoun produces a less ambigious imperative construction.  
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The irrealis modal-subject (marker) may also be used to encode the hortative mood as seen in the following examples. 

 26) Ita ngaka lisimana ka kanra lisingi inte. 
1Pi IR.1P play.just TR POSS.1Pi play.NOM part 

‘Let’s just play our part of the play.’ 

 27) Ita ngaka ava ki. 
1Pi IR.1P try TR.3P 

‘Let’s try them.’ 

 

An even stronger form of imperative follows this same format, but additionally uses the definite/certainty particle la 

modified to include subject. Note in the following examples that for the definite imperative construction, the particle la 

appears in front of the modal-subject particle, whereas in the definite future constructions seen in examples (22) and (23) the 

la appeared following the modal-subject marker.  This shift in the position of the certainty marker resembles the shift 

occurring between negative realis and negative irrealis propositions seen earlier.  

 28) Lo ngo kuma mana! 
CER.2S IR.2S work only 

‘(You) just go work!’ 

 29) Lo ngo loa! 
CER.2S IR.2S go 

‘Go on!’ 

 

Sometimes an imperative proposition is pared down to a verb or verb phrase. The normally obligatory modal-subject 

particle does not occur, and yet the command is a grammatical independent clause. 

 30) Loa! 
go 

‘Go!’ 

 31) Ka nakong! 
flee LOC.near 

‘Get away from there!’ 

 

The negative imperative is formed in the same way as the other irrealis negative constructions described above. The 

examples below illustrate some negative imperatives. 

 32) Sano ngo lage, nge momo. 
NEG.2S IR.2S pluck.OJB/3S IR.3S exist. 

‘Don’t pull it up, leave it.’ 

 33) Miau sana ngaka kanipea agau tetoto. 
3P NEG.3P IR.3P eat.good.TR person a.other 

‘You (PL) don’t judge another person.’ 
 

2.1.2.2.  Counterfactual 

Counterfactual (irrealis) constructions in Mengen can be distinguished from the other forms of modality described so far 

by the presence of the t-/ta- counterfactual modal morpheme in the various modal positions in both the protasis and the 
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apodosis. In English a similar form might be something like “If (I) had/were…then (I) would…”.  Like the irrealis conditions 

marked by ng-/nga-, counterfactual constructions exhibit the modal-subject particle (ta-S) in both the protasis and the 

apodosis. In constructions where the subject of the condition is explicitly stated, for example by a noun or noun phrase, the 

connective condition word taroma ‘CTF.if.saying’ is placed in the protasis as seen in example (34) below.  

 
(Subject)
  

[Modal-Subject]  + [Verb] 

 Counterfactual-Subject  
1S t-a  
2S t-o  
3S t-e  
1Pi t-aka  
1Pe t-a  
2P t-aka  
3P t-eke  

 

 34) To loa ngalla, na to kele pesing. 
CTF.2S go yesterday then CTF.2S look.TR dance.NOM 

‘If you had gone yesterday, you would have seen the dance.’ 

 35) Taroma iau a gauve e bollau iau ta tataoe gieme patali. 
CTF.saying 1S REL dog REL big 1S CTF.1S walk.IMP pig.PL clear 

‘If I were a big dog, I would  chase pigs away.’ 

 36) Ava to rave nga bale kaona, na iau sane ta matau. 
but CTF.2S get.OBJ/3S at house mouth.3S then 1S NEG CTF.1S fear 

‘But if you had gotten it at the door of the house I wouldn’t be afraid/concerned.’ 

 

2.1.2.3.  Subjunctive 

The counterfactual form may also realize the subjunctive, encoding the notion of ‘should/would’.  

 37) On to kele. 
2S CTF.2S look.O.3S 

‘Take a look (at this).’ 

 38) One to lo.  
2S CTF.2S fly 

‘You should (see if you can) fly.’ 

 39) Miau taka pakosining iau ka lollokanna te. 
2P CTF.2P show 1S TR money a 

‘You (pl) should show me a piece of money.’ 

 

The negative subjunctive in Mengen is encoded using a possessive construction combining the morpheme mane 

‘may/should’ and the negative particle sa. In this construction, like the stronger form of imperative previously seen in Section 

2.1.2.1, the normally obligatory modal-subject particle does not occur, and yet it also is a grammatical independent clause.  
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This independent subjunctive proposition has the following components:   

[mane ‘may/should’ +  POS + sa ‘NEG’]  +    [verb + -ng- ‘NOM’] 

 40) Manengsa balingi one. 
may.2S.NEG strike.NOM 2S 

‘You(sg) shouldn’t kill you(rself).’ 

 41) Manemiausa kumangng ka ollaekolong! 
may.2P.NEG do.NOM TR that.near-you 

‘You (pl) shouldn’t do that!’ 

 

2.1.3.  Epistemic modality  

According to Palmer the term epistemic could be applied to “…any modal system that indicates the degree of 

commitment by the speaker to what he says…” (1986:51). Taking into account this notion of speaker commitment to or 

assertion of an utterance, Palmer discusses three types of propositions that Givón (1982:24) recognizes and compares to his 

system of epistemics.  

(i) Propositions the speaker takes for granted (Palmer’s unmarked declaratives).  

(ii) Propositions that are asserted with relative confidence (evidentials in Palmer’s schema). 

(iii) Propositions that are asserted with doubt as hypotheses (marked by judgment modal markers in Palmers schema). 

Table III. gives the various types of modal constructions found in Mengen and how they correlate with epistemic 

categories. I have also attempted to assign a degree of assertion to each Mengen modal construction. Note from example (43) 

below that including the notion of degree of assertion provides a clue for why we might find a modal subject that is marked 

for realis in an otherwise irrealis construction. 

Table III. – Degrees of modal assertion 

 
    Degree of assertion 
    unreal 
   Status ↓ 
Judgement (propositions that are 
asserted with some degree of doubt.) 

42) Nge loa. (I think) 3S will 
go 

irrealis possible/probable 

 43) Ke la loanga. 3S will definitely 
go. 

irrealis necessary 

Declarative (propositions that the 
speaker takes for granted (realis)) 

44) Ke loa. 3S  
went. 

realis actual 

    ↓ 
    real 
 

 

2.1.4.   Modality in discourse 

As useful as modality labels are, by themselves they still fail to give a completely satisfactory explanation for the 

different forms we see being exhibited in Mengen. For example, we noticed that even though the basic semantics underlying  
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realis/irrealis modality remained the same across various genre the frequency of each and the role they played within the 

greater discourse was often very different. We eventually realized that the explanation for the variations we were seeing was 

partly related to the type of information the speaker was attempting to relay. Many analysts differentiate the information 

conveyed in the discourse into foreground and background information (Wallace 1979:208). Information the speaker wishes 

to foreground for the hearer include the actual story line in a narrative, the more important steps in a procedure, the central 

points in an exposition, or the things he/she exhorts the hearer to do. Background information includes supportive or collateral 

information.  

 Concerning the relationship of modality and the kinds of information being presented Wallace states: “If we assume 

that the distinction between foreground and background is a useful one, then it is not difficult to see that modality plays a role 

here as well. At least under normal circumstances, one would expect people to be more interested in what is factual or real. 

What someone asserts as actually happening or having happened is likely to be closer to the center of attention—the 

foreground—than what did not happen, or might happen, or could happen or should happen, or perhaps happened, or what 

someone wants to happen.” (1979:209)  

The following table of a Mengen narrative discourse, which was extracted from the more complete display found in 

APPENDIX I., shows the correlation between the modality marked on the modal-subject particle and the type of information 

conveyed.  Note that more salient/event line related information (foreground – indicated by bold font) often coincides with a 

realis (k-/ka-) marker on the modal-subject particle, while more supportive or collateral information is marked for irrealis (ng-

/nga-). Hopper (1979:213) observes: “It is a universal of narrative discourse that in any extended text an overt distinction is 

made between actual story line [marked with k-/ka- in Mengen] and supportive material [often marked with ng-/nga- in 

Mengen].”  

Table IV. – Modality marking in a narrative (Cassowary)7 discourse 

 
 FG/

BG 
Subordinate 

Clause 
Subject Modal-

Subject 
Verb (s) Object Subordinate 

Clause 
Translation (with 

subordinate 
clauses 

underlined) 
1. FG  nanang 

laekia 
ke (R.3S) bai minamina  Now this story goes 

like this. 
2. BG  boko  ka (R.COP)  i a manu 

te e bollau  
 Cassowary was 

once a large bird. 
3.   boko ke balivalia ragau  Before, cassowary 

killed people 
everywhere. 

4.  Ngaroma 
ragau ngeke 
ka nga 

 nge (IR.3S) tao rea  If people would 
flee on the ground,  
then he would 

                                                           
7 A more complete display of this text titled ‘Why The Cassowary Doesn’t Fly’ can be found in Appendix I. 
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magalo na chase them, 
5.    nge paropunu rea  then he would stab-

kill them also. 
6.  Na ngaroma ragau 

ngeke taepatae nga 
bega na 

 nge lopate   If people would 
climb a tree, then 
he would fly up, 

7.    nge paropunu rea  then he would stab-
kill them also. 

8.  Ngaroma 
ragau ngeke 
taea manang 
na 

 nge lo kurume rea  If people would 
board a canoe, then 
he would fly after 
them, 

9.    nge paroppunu rea  then he would stab-
kill them also. 

10.    ke umma ka ragau  He (always) did 
this to people, 

11.   ragau keke (R.3P) matautaue   (and) people feared 
him 

12.    keke kolulu  nga ine 
rongrong ka 
ragau. 

(and) would hide 
from him when he 
was killing people. 

13.  Na ngaroma 
ragau ngeke 
longe na 

 ngeke 
(IR.3P) 

kaka   If people would 
hear him, then they 
would flee. 

14. FG  thrush 
rilua 
sungsung 

keke palitao   And so one day 
thrush and 
sungsung met 

15.   rilua keke pamologa   then they talked. 
16.   rilua keke pamologa  nga ina Boko 

ke rongrong 
ka ragau. 

They talked about 
when cassowary 
was killing people. 

17.   rilua keke potolu kana ta 
ri 
baingasoalinge 

 ta baina i 
manenasa 
balinge 
ragau. 

They plotted 
against him that 
they would ruin 
him so that he 
couldn’t  harm 
people. 

18.   sungsung ke role ka Thrush “Koli, one 
ngo baia 
kaning ka 
kue, ava iau 
nga goapite 
na nga saia 
papaname.” 

And so kingfisher 
said to thrush, 
“Friend, you do 
your work with the 
rain, but I will 
deceive him then 
sew up his wings.” 

19.    ale mom.   So it was. 
 
 

Earlier we said that Mengen realis modality refers to events or situations that the speaker views as real, certain, or actual, 

and that irrealis refers to events or situations that the speaker views as potential, doubtful, or otherwise non-actual. These 

observations appear to correspond to the overt markings we see on the modal-subject particles in the above narrative. Realis 

modality, which could be described as the default modality in Mengen narrative discourse, generally functions to signal 
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information the speaker views as ‘real’ events within the story itself.8 Irrealis modality on the other hand functions to signal 

information that, though important, does not serve to move events forward in the story. 

  A portion of another narrative text that tends to confirm these observations is presented below in Table V. Again, event-

line (foreground) propositions are characterized by a realis marking on the modal-subject particle while propositions that 

present collateral information (background) are marked irrealis. 

Table V. – Modality marking in a narrative (Evil Spirit) 9 discourse 

 
 FG/

BG 
Subordinate 

Clause 
Subject Modal-

Subject 
Verb (s) Object Subordinate 

Clause 
Translation (with 

subordinate 
clauses 

underlined) 
1. FG  Avale 

laekia 
ke (R.3S) rome magio   This woman (was) 

surprised,  
2.    ke rome kela   she looked,  
3.    ke kele soare 

laekia 
 then she saw this 

evil spirit. 
4. BG  Soare 

laekia 
ke kaka kia  This evil spirit was 

fleeing with her. 
5.  Na, ka ina 

nga soare 
nge kaka ka 
avale laeala 
iala, 

 ke umma ta 
lagangtape  

talie 
lalauna 

 Now as the evil 
spirit was fleeing 
with that woman 
there, she was 
plucking scattering 
the leaves of the 
talie plant…  

6.   soare ke lola   Then the evil spirit 
was going 

7.    ke bouvoaue bounga te “Iau a, kaka, 
nau ka, avale 
nga 
turiturime, 
turiturime. 
Iau a, kaka, 
nau ka, avale 
nga 
turiturime, 
turiturime.” 

and it was singing a 
song like this, "I 
am fleeing with my 
woman from the 
turituri (plants), the 
turituri. I am 
fleeing with my 
woman from the 
turituri, the 
turituri."  

8.    ke lola   It was going,  
     lola   going,  
     lola.   going. 
9.  Taim ine lola avale 

laekia 
nge (IR.3S) tuatatape basema 

talie 
launa 
kena. 

 As it was going this 
woman would be 
scattering one talie 
leaf (at a time).  

10.    nge loa   She would go,  
11.    nge pa  nga inte  she would be at a 

place  
12.    nge tuatape launa kena   she would drop one another leaf. 

                                                           
8 Example sentences (3) , (10), (11), and (12) in Table IV. and (4-8) in Table V. appear to refute the statement that there is a relationship 
between ‘real’ (foreground) information and realis modality in Mengen. However the reader should note that the verbs (underlined) in these 
sentences are all reduplicated forms encoding habitual aspect. The role aspect plays in backgrounding will be discussed in greater detail 
under 2.2.5. Aspect in Discourse. 
9 A more complete display of this text called ‘The Evil Spirit Steals A Woman’ can be found in APPENDIX II. 
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13. FG   ke(ke) loa    They went,  
14.    ke lele   they arrived at, 

like.. (at) the mouth 
of a hole,  

15.   soare ke rave avlae 
laekia 

 then the evil spirit 
took this woman,  

16.   ri pana lua ke sopisigi   then those two 
descended down 
into the hole. 

17.  Na avale 
laekia, pala 
ta ri 
songapisigi 
ta ola lona, 

(avale 
laekia) i 

ke rave ela ngae i 
panu 

 Now this woman, 
prior to them 
descending down 
into the hole, she 
took some ela of 
hers…  

18.    ke tuatapu rea  she scattered them 
there at the hole's 
opening. 

 
 

The following table, which is a portion of APPENDIX III., shows the modal-subject particles and related propositions of  

a descriptive discourse called Boys’ House. Note how the main points of the descriptive segments of this text (example 

sentences 1-7) are marked with realis modal-subject markers. The remaining example sentences, which are a portion of an 

embedded procedural text and which provide supporting points telling how a boys’ house is built, are marked by irrealis 

modal-subject markers.10 

Table VI. – Modality marking in a desciptive (Boys’ House) discourse 

 FG/
BG 

Subordinate 
Clause/Conn. 

Subject Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Subordinate 
Clause 

Translation (with 
sub. clauses 
underlined) 

1. FG  Panganana 
laekia  

0 0  ore nga 
giung. 

This story which is 
about the boy's 
house. 

2.   Giung  ka (R.COP)  i a 
taru? 

 What is (a) giung? 

3.   Giung ka (R.COP)    ora rapanung 
ke momo kia. 

The giung (boy’s 
house) is something 
males live in. 

4.  Ava ngaroma 
giau te ke bai 
ta kumangng 
ka giung ae i, 
nga kumangng 
ka giung, 

 ke (R.3S) sane 
basema 

bale.  But if/when a 
person wants to 
build his boy's 
house, concerning 
the building of the 
giung, it's not like 
(a) house. 

5.    Ke (R.3S) sa.   No. 
7.   Kumangng 

ka giung 
ke (R.3S) bollau 

nga 
bale.  The work 

(building) the boy's 
house is big(ger) 
than (the work of 
building a) house. 

         
         

                                                           
10 Example sentence 12., which appears at first to be out of synch, is an example of how Mengen speakers will often interject clarifying 
propositions that are marked by realis modality in an otherwise irrealis environment.    
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8. BG Pala  nge (IR.3S) rave posome ke pate ka 
polo bole. 

First he will get 
posts, they refer to 
them as (a) poles 
also. 

9.    ngeke (IR.3P) ravu rea  They will get them,  
10.    nge (IR.3S) ulo rea  he will place them, 
11.  na  nge (IR.3S) telea allime  then he will cut the 

rafters. 
12.    ke (R.3S) rave kana 

allime. 
 He gets its rafters.  

13.    nge (IR.3S) ulo rea  He will place them. 
14.    ngeke (IR.3P) rave kana 

oalo 
matana 
te 

 They will get its 
kind of vine for the 
end of the boy's 
house. 

 
 

2.2. Aspect 

According to Crystal (1985) the term aspect(ual) when used as a grammatical description of verbs refers “primarily to 

the way the grammar marks the duration or type of temporal activity denoted by the verb”.  

2.2.1.   Perfective Aspect 

In perfective aspect a situation is seen as a whole without regard to the time contrasts which may be a part of it. (Crystal 

1985). However, another important consideration in determining aspect involves the inherent aspectual nature (aktionsart) of a 

particular verb.  

For example, in Mengen to encode perfective aspect in an inherently stative verb requires an additional morpheme tapu 

‘complete’. 

 45) Agau nge mate tapu, na taru nge lele nge i? 
person IR.3S die complete then what IR.3S arrive at 3S 

‘(A) person will have died then what will happen to him/her?.’ 

 46) Keke tara tapu. 
R.3P sit complete  

‘They have sat (down).’ 

 

Likewise Mengen verbs which are inherently non-stative encode perfective aspect using paturu ta ‘begin to’ or tapu 

‘complete’. The paturu ta (purpose) construction, which focuses on the onset of an action, can be formulated as follows: 

modal-subject  +  paturu ta   +  verbNOM 

 47) Keke paturu ta kumangng ka bale. 
R.3P begin to work.NOM TR house 

‘They began to build the house.’ 

 48) Ri pana lua keke paturu ta pirang ba taning. 
3P ANI two R.3P begin to run.NOM and cry.NOM 

‘The two began to run and cry.’ 
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The tapu construction, which focuses on the terminus of an action appears as follows: 

modal-subject  +   verb  (OBJ)   +   tapu 

 49) Iau ka kuma ka orume tapu. 
1S R.1S work TR thing.PL complete 

‘I have finished building everything.’ 

 50) Ri lua ke legea giome tapu. 
3P two R.3P shape.TR spear.PL complete 

‘The two finished shaping the spears. 

 

2.2.2.   Imperfective Aspect 

Unlike perfective aspect that is bounded and seen as a whole, imperfective aspect focuses on the internal temporal 

complexity of a situation.  

The most common way Mengen encodes imperfective aspect involves reduplicating some element of a verb root as seen 

in the following examples:  

 Verb   VerbIMP   
51) lo ‘fly’ → lolo ‘fly.IMP’ 
52) matau ‘fear’ → matautau ‘fear.IMP’ 
53) tara ‘sit’ →  tatara ‘sit.IMP’ 
      

 54) Ava soare ke tatara nge i nga giung.  
but evil-spirit R.3S sit.IMP at 3S at assemble.NOM 

‘But evil spirit was sitting by himself at the boys’ house.’ 

 55) Na mangng ka lolo ngailu raumana, na iau ka matautau isura. 
then 1Pe R.1Pe fly.IMP above very then 1S R.1S fear.IMP little 

‘Then we were flying really high (in the airplane), and I was a little afraid.’ 
 

Another way to encode imperfective in Mengen is by means of a temporal construction whose action overlaps with the 

action encoded by the verb in the subsequent clause. This type of construction can be formulated as follows: 

[ka  ina  verb]TEMPORAL CONSTRUCTION   na   [modal-subject   verb]CLAUSE 

 56) Ka ineke tatao nga manang, na sauu e bollau ke lelekala rea. 
TEM when.3P walk.IMP in canoe then storm REL big R.3S arrive.apprehend 3P 

‘When they were going in the canoe, a great storm came upon them.’ 

 57) Ka ina iau laulau lea palimule, na ka lonakannane.  
TEM when 1S catch.IMP fish continuously then R.POS 3S.discern.IMP.TR 

‘When I was regularly catching fish, he was taking note of it.’ 
 

Mengen also encodes imperfective aspect by means of a verb phrase that expresses a repetitive (imperfective) event with 

multiple occurrences of the same imperfective verb stem form. The structure of a verb phrase encoding imperfective is:  

modal-subject particle + verbIMP (+verbIMP) n, where n<5 
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The repeated segment in these constructions is often overtly terminated by means of a different verb than the one used in 

the sequence (58), or by a terminating clause (59) and (60). In example (58) the verb stem lele ‘arrive’ terminates the repeated 

segment lola lola ‘going, going’ :  

 58) Ke lola, lola, lele nako nga maga. 
R.3S go-IMP go-IMP arrive there at village 

‘She was  going, going, (she) arrived there at the village.’ 
 

In example (59), the modal subject ke recurs before the verb lele ‘arrive’, indicating that lele  is in a separate clause from 

the repeated imperfective verb sequence lola lola lola. Note also in example (60) how the imperfective has also been 

incorporated in the subject noun natatale ‘her husband’ of the new clause. 

 59) Ta goena ke lola, lola, lola, ke lele nga ura… 
so in.law.3s R.3S go-IMP go-IMP go-IMP R.3S arrive at garden  

‘So his in-law was going, going, going, he arrived at the garden…’ 

 60) Ke tat, tat, tat…, pana lua natatale keke kaka. 
R.3S come-IMP come-IMP come-IMP ANI two 3S.IMP.husband R.3P flee.IMP 

  ‘It was coming, coming, coming…, (she and) her husband were fleeing.’ 

 61) Ke kumkuma ki, kumkuma ki, na ke kuma tapu. 
R.3S work.IMP O.3P work.IMP O.3P then R.3S work complete  

‘He was making them, making them, then he finished.’ 

Another structure encoding repetitive action utilizes the quantifier particle pa. This construction has the following 

components:  verb + pa + numeral/quantifying word. The quantifier indicates the actual number of times a given action has 

been/is repeated.  

 62) I ke loa pa kena mana. 
3S R.3S go QNT one only 

‘He went only once.’ 

 63) Iau ka pamologa te miau pa papatu tapu. 
1S R.1S talk to 2P QNT many complete 

‘I’ve already talked to you many times.’ 

2.2.2.1.  Habitual/Continuous 

The Maenge often use the expression kaeme kinung meaning literally ‘all days (everyday/always)’ to signify action over 

a protracted period of time that is of a habitual nature. Notice from the following examples that (64) and (65) are marked realis 

while example (66) is marked irrealis, indicating that habituality in Mengen is not bound into the status system. 

 64) Na i ke rapitpitea gua kaeme kinung  
then 3S R.3S grasp.IMP.TR ginger day.PL all 

ba masmas ka ragau kia. 
and do.magic.IMP TR people  OBJ/3S 

‘Then he took ginger everyday and performed magic on people with it.’ 
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 65) Manu ke lolo ka kaeme kinung. 
bird R.3S fly.IMP on day.PL all 

‘The bird is always flying.’ 

 66) Miau ngaka ella masi te miau ka kaeme kinung. 
2P IR.2P look.IMP well to 2P on day.PL all 

‘You should always watch yourselves/be careful.’ 

 

Another way Maenge signify action of a habitual nature is by means of the word palimule meaning ‘continuously or 

regularly’. 

 67) Iau ka kikiu palimule ta ragau kokorai. 
1S R.1S call.IMP continously to people these 

‘I have called out continously to these people.’ 

 68) Na i ke pamolloga gingging palimule. 
Then 3S R.3S talk.IMP strong continously 

‘He was speaking firmly continously.’ 
 

2.2.3.   Aspect in discourse 

According to Wallace (1982:208) “Grammarians of Latin and Greek…have been long aware, especially with regard to 

narrative discourse, of the role of aspectual contrasts in providing different sorts of information in extended texts… More 

recent analyses of aspect in other languages make similar judgments about the function of the contrast of perfective vs. 

imperfective in narrative discourse. Consider, for example, what Forsythe (9-10) says about verbs in a Russian text: “Each 

perfective verb denotes an action which is a new event, bringing about, or at least marking the transition to, a new state of 

affairs, and thus carrying the narrative forward. The imperfective verbs, on the other hand, do not present dynamic changes, 

but rather facts relating to the background…” 

As noted earlier, realis modality in Mengen marks events or situations the speaker views as real, certain, or actual. Thus 

in Mengen narrative discourse, the more salient/event line related (i.e. foreground) information often coincides with the use of 

the realis (k-/ka-) modal-subject particle, while more supportive or collateral information is marked by the irrealis (ng-/nga-) 

modal. However, realis modality is not the most reliable indicator of foreground. There is in fact a stronger correlation 

between perfective aspect and foreground information. The following table (Table VII.) tabulates the use of modal-subject 

particles and reduplicated verb forms (indicating imperfective aspect) in a narrative discourse. We find that clauses found in 

both foreground and background kinds of information are marked for realis modality (k-/ka-). However, reduplicated 

(imperfective) verb forms consistently correlate with background information. 
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Table VII. – Aspect marking in a narrative (Evil Spirit) discourse. 

 
FG/
BG 

Subject Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Oblique Translation  

FG i ke kutapu  ki bavakena ta 
ura. 

She set out with them (the 
talie leaves) all the way to the 
garden. 

  ke  loa   She went,  
  ke rave kanna ka sia.  she took her fire. 
  ke tatao kurumea  pamau e ta ura. She was walking following the 

trail to the garden,  
BG  ke lola   she was going,  
   lola   going,  
   lola   going, 
   lola.   going. 
FG  ke lele   She arrive at the garden.  
 
 

Regarding the role of completive aspect in discourse Wallace (1979:209) says, “In analyzing a narrative text from this 

language (Zapotec-Mexico), Jones and Jones find that the completive aspect marks events which are important in the plot 

progression, those which constitute the backbone events of the narrative. The other aspects, however, serve to give 

background information… such as descriptions of scene or characters, or minor events concurrent with major events.” 

Unlike perfective/imperfective aspect which are morphologically incorporated into the verb or a total reduplication of the 

verb, completive aspect in Mengen is encoded using a separate particle much like the modal-subject particle already seen (cf. 

2. Verbal sentence arguments). This particle consists of the aspectual marker al-/ala- and a subject marker. It either indicates 

both realis modality and completeive aspect, or it occurs together with the irrealis modal-subject particle. In the first example 

below the aspect-subject particle (ale ‘COM.3S/3P’) is working in conjunction with an irrealis modal-subject particle (nge 

‘IRR.3S’) to encode completive aspect. In the second example the aspect-subject particle encodes both completive aspect and 

realis modality. Note that wider contextual information has been provided within parenthesis in the free translations to give a 

better feel for how the completive functions to mark the more salient or “backbone” information Wallace mentions above. 

 69) …ale nge tao, ale tao, na ale kele mao. 
COM.3S IRR.3S walk COM.3S walk then COM.3S look.TR taro 

‘(It will continue like that then once again the person who is important, the person who oversees the village) will 
come, he comes, then he sees the taro (that is being offered)’ 

 70) Gauve ale at na ale kan kia. 
dog COM.3S come then COM.3S eat OBJ/3S 

‘(They bring many other kinds of animals to name the coconut but they can’t and finally) dog comes then he 
eats it (and he is the one who was finally able to give it a name).’ 

 
 

The aspect-subject particle operating within larger portions of discourse can also be used to encode such things as story 

transition and/or accomplishment. Table VIII. below tracks the aspect-subject particle in a narrative discourse. The story tells 
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how two smaller birds where able to stop cassowary from harming people by sewing its wings to its side. Note the use of the 

aspect-subject particle in marking an event-line transition point in clause 5) and foreground information in clauses 8) and 9).  

 

Table VIII. – Completive aspect marking in a narrative (Cassowary) discourse. [For the complete text, see Appendix I.] 

 Conn. Subject Aspect-
Subject 

Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Oblique Translation (with oblique 
underlined) 

1.    Ke umma ka ragau minmina. He (Cassowary) was doing  
that to people…. 

2. Na ka 
baina 
kae te 
na 

thrush 
rilua 
sungsung 

 keke palitao  te ri. And so one day Thrush and 
Sungsung met….. 

3. Na rilua  keke  pamologa  nga ina Boko ke 
ronggong ka 
ragau. 

Then those two talked about 
when cassowary was killing 
people. 

4. Na rilua  keke  potolu 
kana  

 ta ri 
baingasoalinge 
ta baina i 
manenasa 
balinge ragau… 

Those two plotted against him 
(cassowary) that they would 
ruin him so that he wouldn’t 
harm people….. 

5. Na  ale - mom.   And so it was….. 
6. Na baina thrush  ke kole kue  So Thrush made rain, 
7. na kue  ke tugu.   then the rain fell… 
8. na sungsung ale  baine rave sue ba 

ragi. 
 Then Kingfisher got the bone 

(needle) and string, 
9. na  ale  kutapu   then he took departed. 
 

In Table IX. ala (ale) highlights the most significant foreground information, recapitulating the main points in a portion 

of an expository discourse. The author of this discourse uses ale to underscore the resolution of problems caused by an 

unhappy ancestral spirit.  

Table IX. – Completive aspect marking in an expository (Ancestral Spirit)  11 discourse. 

Conn./ 
Topic 

Subject Aspect-
Subject 

Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Oblique Translation (with oblique 
underlined) 

       …….. 
   Nga kuma kia.  I will work it. 
   Nge pe.   It will be good. 
Na   nga kavalele.   Then I will petition-appear 

(conjure). 
   Nga kavalele.   I will conjure. 
   Nge pe tapu.   It will be completely good. 
   Nga loa muni 

ka 
gauveme muni. I will take the dogs again. 

   Nga loa  gauveme muni. I will take the dogs again.  
 Gauveme  nge rome   The dogs will try,   
   ke   balia gie ka kae tetoto. they kill the pig another 

day. 
   Ka    laumatana roma oru ke 

pe muni. 
I know that the thing is 
well again. 

 Maliava ae iau  ke pe  muni. My ancestral spirit is well 
(content) again. 

        

                                                           
11 A more complete display of this text (Ancestral Sprit) can be found in APPENDIX IV. 
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Na maliava ae iau ale - momo  kala nge iau 
muni. 

Then my ancestral spirit is 
(finally) with me again. 

       ……. 
Ura, gie  ke sane inap ta 

loanga 
 ta ura muni. The garden, the pig isn’t 

able to go (to destroy) the 
garden again. 

  Ale nge rong.   It (the source of my 
problems) will have been 
resolved. 

3. Connectives 

I have deliberately limited most of the discussion of connectives that follows to words or particles that affect discourse 

units spanning more than one or two clauses. For a more detailed discussion of connectives within or between clauses the 

reader may refer to Logical Relations in Mengen (Madden manuscript).  

3.1. Baina – marking pivotal points in narrative 

The connective baina ‘do.3S’ is a higher level discourse connective that marks climactic points in Mengen narratives. 

Though baina may occur by itself, most often it is accompanied by and working together with one or more other particles. For 

example, when baina teams up with the sequencing connective na to form na baina ‘and so’ they serve to signal a major shift 

in the development of events in a narrative. In the first thirteen clauses of the story shown below in Table X. the author has 

been describing the cassowary’s former way of life when he chased and terrorized people. The first clause shown, clause 

14.)12, where two smaller birds (Kingfisher and Thrush) meet to plan how to stop Cassowary from harassing people, marks the 

first major development in the story.  In clause 18.) we learn the details of the two birds’ plan and in 29.) we see the first step 

of their plan being implemented.  

Table X. – Baina marking pivotal points in a narrative (Cassowary) discourse. 

 Conn.  Subject Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Translation (with excluded text  
underlined) 

14.) na ka 
baina  

thrush rilua 
sungsung 

keke palitao te ri and so one day13 thrush and 
kingfisher met 

18.) na 
baina 

sungsung ke role ka Thrush and so kingfisher said to thrush, 
“friend, you do your work with the 
rain, but I will deceive him then sew 
up his wings.” 

29.) na 
baina 

thrush ke kole kue and so thrush made rain, 

31.)  sungsung ale (COM.3S) 
baine (so.3S) 

rave sue ba ragi  then kingfisher got the bone (needle) 
and string, 

43.) na sungsung ale (COM.3S) 
baine (so.3S) 

rave sue then kingfisher took the bone 
(needle). 

 

                                                           
12 The number given for each clause in the tables in this section coincide with the clause numbers shown in the full display of the texts found 
in the Appendices. 
13 Portions of text that are underlined in the translation have been excluded to simplify the table. 
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In clauses 31.) and 43.) of the above table we see another application of baina. In clause 31.) all preparations have now 

been completed and Kingfisher, instruments in hand, is about to depart to deal with the cassowary problem once and for all. In 

clause 43.) we find him actually under Cassowary’s first wing preparing to begin sewing. Even being integrated within these 

two clauses baina still maintains its larger role in the discourse. Here we see it teamed with the completive aspect particle ala 

to form ale baine together signaling the consummation of certain events on the one hand and a shift in the development of the 

story on the other.  

Table XI. below shows a slightly different application of baina. In this narrative we see baina joining with the temporal 

connective ka forming ka baina. In this combination baina seems to be focusing more on signaling major temporal 

developments in the narrative. The story, which is about a woman who is carried off by an evil spirit, begins with the woman 

in her village. It then follows her as she is captured by the evil spirit and taken to the spirit’s world underneath the ground. The 

story reaches its climax when the woman is dramatically rescued by her husband and safely returned to her village.  

Table XI. – Baina marking pivotal points in a narrative (Evil Spirit ) discourse.14 

 Conn.  Subject Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Translation (with excluded text   
underlined) 

5.) Ka 
baina 

avale 
laeala 

ke loa ta siling kana posi Then that woman went to search for meat for 
herself at the sea,  

57.) ka 
baina 

soare ke sopisigi kae ri pana lua Then the evil spirit descended with those two 
(himself and the woman) downward into the 
inside of the hole. 

89.) ka 
baina 

 ke role kerea Then it (evil spirit) said to them (village 
people), "I want to tell you that I got myself 
(an) excellent woman who is from over at the 
turituri , but today all of you go to the bush. 
And get leaves for mumuing, and dig up taro, 
and get food. Then bring them because we will 
make a commotion to celebrate this woman I 
got there from the turituri ." 

95.) Ka 
baina  

avale 
laekia 
natale 

ke kelole napengana Then on another day this woman's husband 
looked for his wife.  

140.) Ka 
baina, 

 ke kele natale. Then when this woman completed sweeping it 
(the evil spirit’s village), and she wanted to go 
to throw away the,  ...rubbish from the 
village...  she saw her husband.  

196 Ka 
baina 

avale ke kulkulpatete 
palapala 
kurumea 

oalo Then the woman ascended going first 
following the vine (up out of the underground 
world with the evil spirit in hot pursuit). 

208 Ka 
baina 

soare ke sipaga  Then the evil spirit arose (threw its spears into 
the ground at the base of the hole and 
proceeded to climb the vine in pursuit of the 
woman and her husband) 

222 Ka 
baina 

pana lua 
rae goena 

keke rave avale 
laekia 

Then the two in-laws took this woman,  

 

                                                           
14 See APPENDIX II for the full text. 
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Because of its role marking climatic points in a story it is not surprising to also discover that occurrences of baina 

consistently coincide with major participants references. Notice for example that the woman, who is the main character in the 

story of the evil spirit in Table XI. above, appears in some form in virtually every clause containing baina. 

3.2. Ina – signalling shifts to background 

When functioning between clauses ina ‘when’ typically encodes temporal contingencies. However it may also operate 

between discourse units spanning greater than one or two clauses and serve to shift the narration from foreground to 

background material. Ina, like baina, may occur by itself but is most often preceded by the temporal particle ka. Table XII. 

below shows how ina temporal constructions may be used to move the story off the event-line in order to provide subsidiary 

(background) information. 

Table XII. – Ina signalling a switch to background material in a narrative (Evil Spirit) discourse. 

 FG/
BG 

Ina temporal 
construction  

Subject Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Translation (with ina temp. 
const. in bold) 

27.) FG   ke lele  She (the woman) arrived at 
the garden.  

28.)    ke rome 
isopitpitea 

sia ina 
kanna 

She was attempting to start-
by-blowing the piece of her 
fire… 

34.) BG Ina i magolo ta 
isongpitangea sia 
ina kanna nga 
bega puna, 

 ke magio mano soare te ora 
kalluva 
puna lele 
nga kunna. 

When she bent over to 
reignite the piece of her fire 
at the base of the tree, she 
was extremely surprised (by) 
an evil spirit that (had) the 
base of the kalluva plant 
growing from its head.  

35.) FG   ke atu  It (the evil spirit) came then  
36.)    ke kapita  it grasped with its hand. 
37.)   Avale laekia ke rome magio  This woman (was) surprised,  
38.)    ke rome kela  she looked,  
39.)    ke kele soare laekia then she saw this evil spirit. 
40.)   Soare laekia ke kaka kia This evil spirit was fleeing 

with her. 
41.) BG Na, ka ina nga 

soare nge kaka ka 
avale laeala iala, 

 ke umma ta 
lagangtape  

talie 
lalauna 

Now as the evil spirit would 
be fleeing with that woman 
there, she was plucking 
scattering the leaves of the 
talie plant,…  

42.) FG  soare ke lola  The evil spirit was going 

 

3.3. Minamina – relating units of discourse 

Another way Mengen relates various sized portions of discourse is by the use of the adverb minamina ‘thus’ or its 

shortened variant minmina. In some settings minmina may function to contrast two events or two series of events or states. In 

others it may serve to shift to a new topic, and in still others to highlight or set apart a particular action for the purpose of 
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explanation. Note also in examples (71-73) and example (78) below how minmina is often accompanied by the particle na that 

is also used to relate clauses and larger units of discourse throughout Mengen.   

In examples (70-73) we see minmina being used to mark the final clause in a series of events that are being contrasted 

with an event or state that follows. 

 71) Ke umma ka ragau minamina, na ragau keke matautaue.  
R.3S do.IMP TR people thus then people R.3P fear.IMP 

‘He was doing like that (previously stated actions) to people, so people were afraid of him.’15 

 72) Ngaroma nge saena nga avolaukia te nga lonamatana ta pangalu      minmina,  

if IR.3S NEG IR.POSS bigman.3S one IR.POSS knowledge PUR superincise  thus 

  na ngeke rave avolau tetoto 
then IR.3P get.TR bigman another 

‘If there isn’t one of his (own) elders who knows how to superincise like that (what I’ve just described) then they 
will get another elder.’ 

 73) Iau ka longopaga Painap ine pamologa minmina, 

  1S R.1S hear name when.3S talk thus 

  na iau ka meisi bole na iau ka pamologa muni. 
then 1S R.1S stood also then 1S R.1S talk again  

‘I listened to Painap when he spoke like that, then I also stood up and I spoke again.’ 
 
 

In other cases, minamina marks a clause initiating a new topic in the discourse. 

 74) Na nanang laekia ke bai minamina. Boko ka i a manu te e bollau pala. 
now story this R.3S do thus cassowary R.COP 3S REL bird a REL big prior 

‘Now this story goes like this. Before cassowary was a large bird.’16 

 75) Na ala nga role ka miau minamina roma, “…… 

  now COM.1S IR.1S speak TR 3P thus saying, “…… 

‘Now I will speak to you like this saying, “……” 

 76) Pangalu ke bai minmina. Pala na ngeke rave gieme… 
superincise.NOM R.3S do thus. Prior then IR.3P get.TR pig.PL 

‘Superincision goes like this. First they will get pigs….’ 
 
 

And in still others, minamina marks the most significant action in the discourse to highlight the speaker’s explanation for 

its occurrence. 

 77) Nga kae laeala e nga pangalunge goe ka kumangnga e bollau raumana,  

TOP day that REL PUR superincise.PUR child POS work.NOM REL big very 

  Minmina goe nge nga magame ba ravollalau ngeke atu… 

  thus child PL.REL from village.PL and elder.PL IR.3P come… 

‘Regarding the day of superincision, it is a very great work, consequently children from (many) villages and 
elders will come… ’ 

                                                           
15 c.f. Appendix I, clause #s 10-11 
16 c.f. Appendix I, clause #s 1- 2 
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 78) Pangalu ka i a otte ore bollau raumana nga ravollalau. 

  superincise.NOM COP 1S REL a.thing thing.REL big very  for PL.bigman 

  Minmina na sonrau ka i a otte, ba ka i a killa te 

  thus then today COP 1S REL a.thing and COP 1S REL sign a 

‘Superincision is something that is very important for the elders, consequently nowadays it is something (we do), 
and it is a sign.’ 

4. Participant reference 

Participants can be defined as the entities that carry out the activities in narrative discourses and other discourses that are 

organized according to their order in time rather than thematically organized. These usually include people and/or animals, but 

occasionally things are promoted from prop to participant status. Reference to participants in Mengen as in other languages is 

encoded by constructions with varying degrees of information. This depends upon their importance as actors in the discourse 

as well as their referential status (are they new or already introduced, are they functioning as the subject or the object of a 

clause, etc.). 

4.1. Levels of linguistic explicitness in participa nt encoding 

In Mengen major participants are typically introduced using more explicit forms of participant reference such as an 

equative and/or relative construction or a noun phrase acting as the subject of an independent clause. Once a major participant 

has been mentioned he/she/it can often be maintained as an actor in the discourse using a very minimal amount of coding such 

as a subject marker on a modal-subject particle. In most cases a major participant can be re-invoked after a period of absence 

in a discourse using an intermediate level of coding material such as a noun functioning as the subject or object of an 

independent clause. Major participants generally occur with a higher frequently than other participants or props and when they 

do appear they are most apt to be functioning as the subject of a clause whether independent or subordinate. 

Minor participants tend to have fewer types of coding in Mengen than do major participants. They are often introduced 

with less explicit reference forms and may be introduced in non-subject syntactic roles. Minor participants, like major, can be 

re-invoked after a period of absence in a discourse using an intermediate level of coding material such as a noun functioning 

as the subject or object of an independent clause. 

One particularly distinguishing characteristic of props is the number of times they appear in object roles, even at the 

point they a first introduced in a discourse. Props may be encoded by marker level references such as a modal-subject particle 

or a object marker on a verb when the referencial distance (distance from the last mention) is not more than one clause. 

However they must be re-invoked using at least a noun when the referential distance exceeds one clause.  
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The following discussion presents a linguistic explicitness hierarchy for Mengen beginning with the highest level or 

most explicit participant reference forms.17 

The basic hierarchy levels of explicitness in participant encoding are:  equative clause 
                   relative construction 
                   noun phrases 
                   a word (by itself) 
                   markers including ∅. 

           

4.1.1.   Equative clause 

The most explicit form of participant reference occurs at the point a major participant is first mentioned. The narrator 

introduces him or her as the subject of an equative clause. The typical ordering of an equative clause in Mengen is:  head 

(noun, noun phrase, or full relative construction) and equative followed by a relative construction. It can be formulated as 

follows: 

head (subject)   +   [ka  +  (NEG) +   PRO]Equative    +   [REL  +   Modifying Phrase]Relative Construction 

 

 79) Boko ka i a manu te e bollau pala. 
cassowary COP 3S REL bird a REL big prior 

‘Cassowary was a big bird before.’ 

 80) Ri pana lua ka ri ra koli. 
3P ANI two COP 3P PL.REL friend 

‘The two were friends.’ 

 81) Gie laeala e kaninnia ura ka sana (i) (a) gie. 
pig that REL eat.IMP garden COP NEG (3S) (REL) pig 

‘That pig that was eating the garden was not (a) pig, (it was an evil  spirit).’ 

 

4.1.2.   Relative construction 

Another very explicit method of participant reference, and one that also often occurs at the point a participant is first 

mentioned, is the relative construction. The typical ordering of relative constructions in Mengen is:  a head followed by a 

ligature or relative-subject particle and modifying relative phrase.  

Examples (82) and (83) 18 below show participants encoded by relative constructions functioning as subjects of main 

clauses. 

 82) Ragau re nga maga e kapunu ke role roma… 
people PL.REL of village REL first R.3P spoke saying 

‘The people from the first village said…’ 

 83) Re nga maga mun, maga tetot ke role roma… 
PL.REL of village again village another R.3P spoke saying 

‘Those from the next village said…’ 

                                                           
17 Examples used are taken from the texts and participant tracking charts found in the Appendices. 
18 Examples are taken from the Evil Spirit narrative in Appendix II. 
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Examples (84) and (85) show participants encoded by relative constructions functioning as objects of main clauses. 

 84) Ke magio mano soare te ora kalluva puna lele nga kunna. 
R.3S surprise by spirit a thing.REL plant base.3S grow from head.3S 

‘She was surprised by an evil spirit that (had) the base of the kalluva plant growing from its head.’ 

 85) Ke kiue ragau kinung re nga maga laeala ae i. 
R.3S call.TR people all PL.REL of village that POS 3S 

‘It called to all the people of it’s village.’ 
 

4.1.3.   Use of noun phrases in participant encodin g 

In Mengen the noun phrase participant reference is the primary method of re-invoking a participant or prop after a 

discontinuity of more than two clauses. 

4.1.3.1.  Compound noun phrase 

Participants encoded by means of compound noun phrases or noun phrases with overt modifying components may serve 

as subjects of main clauses like those seen in examples (86) and (87) below. 

 86) Tutu rilua sungsung keke palitao te ri.  
thrush 3P.two kingfisher R.3P REC.walk to 3P 

‘Thrush and kingfisher met.’ 

 87) Avale laeala natale ke savatote oalo. 
woman that 3S.husband R.3S cut.TR rope 

‘That woman’s husband cut the rope.’ 

 

Examples (88), (89) and (90) show participants encoded by noun phrases functioning as objects of main clauses. 

 88) Ke sene ke kele avale laeala. 
R.3P NEG R.3P see.TR woman that 

‘They didn’t see that woman.’ 

 89) Ke pirapira kurumea pana lua rae natale. 
R.3S run.IMP follow.TR ANI two PL.REL 3S.husband 

‘It (the evil spirit) ran after her and her husband.’ 

 90) Na ale bulosia boko papana laekia. 
then COM.3S bore.TR cassowary wing.3S this 

‘Then it bore this wing of cassowary’s.’ 
    

4.1.3.2.  Preposition + noun or free pronoun 

Sometimes, participants or props are referenced by means of constructions consisting of a preposition and a noun or free 

pronoun19 that serve as oblique arguments. 

                                                           
19 When a NP following a preposition is realized by a free pronoun, then no more than one clause can intervene between the pronoun and its 
antecedent. 
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 91) Ke loa te boko. 
R.3S go to cassowary 

‘It/he went to cassowary.’ 

 92) Ke saisaia ka ragi. 
R.3S sew.IMP.TR with rope 

‘He/it was sewing it/him with the rope.’ 

 93) Keke kolulu ngae i. 
R.3P hide.IMP from 3S 

‘They were hiding from him.’ 

 

4.1.4.   Use of a word (noun or pronoun) by itself in participant encoding 

4.1.4.1.  Noun   

A noun like those seen in examples (94) and (95) below may be used without modifiers to re-invoke participants after a 

discontinuity of from one to as many as twenty clauses when this noun operates as the subject of the clause. (c.f. Appendix V. 

participant tracking for boko ‘cassowary’ clause #3, and Appendix VI. for soare ‘pig/evil spirit’ clause #208 respectively). 

Wherever the noun functions as a subject, the modal-subject marker referencing it must also occur. 

 94) Pala na boko ke balivalia ragau nga magame kinung. 
prior TEM cassowary R.3S kill.IMP.TR people in village.PL all 

‘Before cassowary killed people everywhere.’ 

 95) Ka baina soare ke sipaga. 
TEM then evil.spirit R.3S arose 

‘Then evil spirit got up.’ 
 
    

Unlike the referential distance between subjects, the referential distance between overt nominal references to participants 

encoded by nouns in object roles like those seen in examples (96) and (97) below appear to be no more than three or four 

clauses.  (c.f. Appendix V. participant tracking for sungsung ‘kingfisher’ clause #68b, and Appendix VI. for soare ‘pig/evil 

spirit’ clause #78). 

 96) Na ke rome taoe sungsung ta balinge. 
then R.3S say run.TR kingfisher to kill.O.3S 

‘Then he/it thought it would chase kingfisher to kill him/it.’ 

 97) Nge kele soare ine kapita avale laekia kamana… 
R.3P see.TR evil.spirt when.3S grasp woman this hand.3S 

‘They would see the evil spirit holding onto this woman’s hand…’ 
 

4.1.4.2. Free pronoun   

Free pronouns were found to be not particularly significant as reference forms in Mengen narrative. This is most likely 

related to the role the modal-subject particle plays as a primary means of maintaining a participant as an actor (c.f. 4.1.5.1). 

For example, major participant references encoded by pronouns functioning in any syntactic role comprised only about 8% of 
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the references charted.  Modal-subject particles, on the other hand,  were used to encode over 50% of major participant 

references.   

Example (93) in section 4.1.3.2., in which a pronoun was functioning as an oblique sentence argument, exemplifies one 

of the more common uses for the Mengen pronoun. The following two sections describe situations in which pronouns may 

also function as subjects or objects of clauses.  

4.1.4.2.1.  Free pronoun (SUBJECT of an independent  clause or subordinate 
construction) 

Pronouns functioning as subjects of clauses20 will generally occur under the following two circumstances: 1.) when the 

pronoun is one of several overt modifying components in a noun phrase;  or 2.) when it is serving to reiterate or otherwise 

clarify the subject in a subsequent related construction (whether independent or subordinate). In most cases participants 

encoded by a pronoun, even those serving as subjects of clauses, are only one clause away from their antecedent (i.e. have a 

referential distance (RD) of +1). 

Examples (98) and (99) below (c.f. Appendix I. clause #s 14 and 15) and example (100) which is taken from the evil 

spirit narrative in Appendix II. (clause  #199) show a typical usage of a pronoun operating within a noun phrase. Note that in 

none of these three examples does an unmodified pronoun serve as the sole means of encoding participants.  

 98) Na ka baina kae te na tutu rilua sungsung keke palitao te ri. 
then TEM then day a then thrush 3P.two kingfisher R.3P REC.walk to 3P. 

‘And so one day thrush and kingfisher met.’ 

 99) Na rilua keke pamologa. 
then 3P.two R.3P talk 

‘Then the two talked.’ 

 100) Na ri pana lua ke kapataetae… kurumea oalo… 
then 3P ANI two R.3P flee.upward.IMP follow.TR vine 

‘Then the two fled upward... following the vine…’ 

 

Another use of a pronoun in a subject role is one in which the pronoun serves to reiterate a subject already mentioned in 

a previous related construction. In these constructions the pronoun functions within a sentence to emphasize or clarify the 

actor in a particular action. In example (101), which is taken from the cassowary narrative (Appendix I. clause #17), we see an 

independent clause followed by two purpose constructions each of which has a different subject. The 3rd person plural 

pronoun ri  is the subject of the first purpose construction and the 3rd person singular pronoun i the subject of the second. 

 101) Na rilua keke potolu kana ta ri baingasoalinge ta baina i manenasa balinge ragau. 
then 3P.two R.3P speak.in POS.3S to 3P harm.O.3S so that 3S may.3S.NEG kill.TR people 

‘Then the two plotted against him that they would ruin him so that he could not longer kill people.’ 

                                                           
20 Mengen free subject pronouns are: iau ‘1S’; one ‘2S’; i ‘3S’; ita ‘1Pi’; itaua ‘1Pi Dual’; mangnga ‘1Pe’; omea ‘1Pe Dual’; miau ‘2P’; 
onemea ‘2P Dual’; ri ‘3P’; and rilua ‘3P Dual’ 
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In example (102), which is taken from the evil spirit narrative (Appendix II. clause #55) we see a subordinate temporal 

construction followed by an independent clause. In this case the actor of the independent clause is singled out from the plural 

actors found in the preceding temporal construction. Note also the final occurrence of the 3rd person singular pronoun i 

functioning as an oblique sentence argument. 

 102) …pala ta ri songapisigi…  i ke rave ella ngae i panu… 
prior to 3P descend.NOM  3S R.3S got.TR plant.sp PL.POS 3S some 

‘…before they (the woman and the evil spirit) went down… she (the woman) took some of her ella leaves…’ 
 

4.1.4.2.2.  Free pronoun (OBJECT of verb) 

Mengen uses the the following object pronouns with verbs that do not use the ka transitive marker21 (c.f. 4.1.5.3.  

Participants encoded by verbal object markers): 

  Object 
Pronouns 

   
 1S iau 
 2S one 
 3S -22 
 1Pi ita 
 1Pe mangng 
 2P miau 
 3P rea 
 

Participants encoded by free pronouns in object roles, like those seen in examples (103) and (104) below, appear in most 

cases to have RDs of +1 as well. (c.f. Appendix V. participant tracking for ragau ‘people’ clause #4b, and kaimo ‘vine’ clause 

#23). 

 103) …na nge tao rea. 
then IR.3S walk 3P 

‘…then he/it would chase them (people).’ 

 104) Na ke isi rea. 
then R.3S wrap 3P 

‘Then he/it twisted them (the vines).’ 
 

4.1.5.   Use of markers to encode participants 

4.1.5.1.  Modal-Subject markers 

In Mengen the modal-subject is by far the most common reference form used to maintain a participant as an actor 

(particularly major participants) where the referential distance is +2 or less. In the narratives charted participants were 

encoded using only a modal-subject an average of 50% of the time. The examples below show participants encoded within 

                                                           
21 With the exception of 3S no overt transitive marker is used on verbs that do not use the ka transitive marker. 
22 Third person singular forms, which are also discussed in section 4.1.5.3, are bound to the terminal end of the verb stem. 
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modal-subject markers (c.f. Appendix V. participant tracking for boko ‘cassowary’ clause #s 6b and 10, and Appendix VI. for 

natale ‘her husband’ clause  #s 191-2).  

 105) …na nge lopate. 
then IR.3S fly.upward 

‘…then he/it (cassowary) would fly up.’ 

 106) Ke umma ka ragau minamina. 
R.3S do.IMP TR people thus  

‘He/it (cassowary) was doing those things to people.’ 

 107) Keke kaka, kaka… 
R.3P flee.IMP flee.IMP 

‘They (the woman and her husband) were fleeing, fleeing…’ 
 

4.1.5.2.  Subject markers on temporals and conjunct ions (in subordinate 
clauses) 

Participants may also be encoded in subordinate clauses by a subject marking on ina ‘when’ in temporal constructions or 

on ba ‘and’ in coordinate constructions.  Participant references operating as subjects in subordinate clauses such as these most 

often have an RD of +1. (c.f. Appendix V. participant tracking for boko ‘cassowary’ clause #12c, and sungsung ‘kingfisher’ 

clause #s 47c and 47d). 

 Independent Clause Subordinate Clause    

 

 108) Ba keke kolulu ngae i nga ine rongrong ka ragau. 
and R.3P hide.IMP from 3S TEM when.3S finish.IMP TR people 

‘And they were hiding from him when he/it (cassowary) was killing people.’ 

 109) Boko ke kanimaimaia ine bulosissia be saisaia. 
cassowary R.3S feel.IMP.O.3S when.3S bore.IMP.O.3S and.3S sew.IMP.O.3S 

‘Cassowary felt it/him when he/it (kingfisher) was boring him and he/it (kingfisher) was sewing him.’ 
 
 

4.1.5.3.  Participants encoded by verbal object mar kers 

In addition to the free object pronouns mentioned earlier in 4.1.4.2.2.  Mengen also uses the following set of object 

pronouns which are bound to the ka transitive marker and are separate from the verb:  

  ANIMATE INANIMATE 
 1S kau           (ka + iau) -- 
 2S kone         (ka + one) -- 
 3S kia            (ka + i) kia  (ka + i) 
 1Pi kita           (ka + ita) -- 
 1Pe kamangng (ka + mangng) -- 
 2P kamiau     (ka + miau) -- 
 3P kerea23      (ka + rea) ki    (ka + ri) 
 

 

                                                           
23 In the case of the 3P transitive ka + rea becomes kerea to distinguish it from the 3P (consumable) possessive particle karea. 
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Participants or props encoded by means of ka object pronouns, like those seen in examples (110) and (111) below, most 

often have RDs of +1. (c.f. Appendix V. participant tracking for boko ‘cassowary’ clause #60, and kaimo ‘vine’ clause #22.) 

 110) Na sungsung ke role kia roma… 
then kingfisher R.3S spoke TR.3S saying 

‘Then kingfisher spoke to him/it (cassowary) saying…’ 

 111) Na ke atu ki. 
then R.3S come TR.3P 

‘Then he/it brought them (the vines).’ 

 

In the case of 3rd person singular objects of verbs that do not use the ka transitive particle, the participant or prop 

reference is encoded within either the -e or -a transitive marker, depending on the verb being used. These also most often have 

RDs of +1. (c.f. Appendix V. participant tracking for boko ‘cassowary’ clause #s 11 and 47c, and Appendix VI. for avale 

‘woman’ clause #142b.) 

 112) Na ragau keke matautaue. 
then people R.3P fear.IMP.O.3S 

‘Then people we afraid of it/him (cassowary).’ 

 113) Na boko ke kanimaimaia nga ine bulosissia… 
then cassowary R.3S feel.IMP.O.3S TEM when.3S bore.IMP.O.3S 

‘Then cassowary felt it/him as he was boring it/him (cassowary)…’ 

 114) …natale ke kele.  
husband.3S R.3S see.O.3S 

‘…her husband saw her (the woman).’ 
 

4.1.5.4.  Possessive marker on noun  

Possessive markers on nouns may also encode participants where the RD is + 1 or the possessive marker is the second 

reference in a clause as seen in examples (115-117) below. (c.f. Appendix V. participant tracking for boko ‘cassowary’ clause 

#51, and Appendix VI. for avale ‘woman’ clause #6b and natale ‘her husband’ clause #95.) 

 115) Na ale saia tape papana laeala. 
then COM.3S sew.TR complete.TR wing.3S that 

‘Then he/it finished sewing that wing of his (cassowary’s).’ 

 116) Ava natale ke loa ta kelangatao nga ura ae ri… 
but 3S.husband R.3S go to look.NOM.walk in garden POS 3P 

‘But her (the woman’s) husband went to have a look at their garden…’ 

 117) Ka baina ka kae tetoto na avale laekia natale ke kelole napengana. 
TEM then TEM day another then woman this 3S.husband R.3S search.TR 3S.wife 

‘Then another day this woman’s husband searched for his wife.’ 
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4.1.5.5. ∅∅∅∅   

There are occasions when no surface form of participant encoding is used. Such is the case when the subject of the 

independent clause is co-referential with the subject of a dependent purpose clause bound to the independent clause (c.f. 

Appendix I. clause # 68 and Appendix II. clause # 123)  

 118) Na ke rome taoe sungsung ∅ ta balinge. 
then R.3S thought walk.TR kingfisher ∅ to kill.NOM.O.3S 

‘Then he/it (cassowary) thought he would chase kingfisher in order to kill him.’ 

 119) Goe laekia goena ke sopisigi ta ola lona  ∅ ta kelanga te napengana. 
child this in-law.3S R.3S descend to hole inside.3S ∅ to look.NOM for 3S.wife 

‘This young person’s in-law descended into the interior of the hole in order to look for his wife.’ 
 

4.2. Accounting for/predicting referential choice 

A number of theoretical approaches/models have been proposed to account for the different degrees of encoding found in 

participant references. In the discussion that follows I have taken certain aspects of four such approaches and applied them to 

Mengen discourse. 

4.2.1.   Recency  

In one approach, sometimes referred to as the Recency Model, Givón (1994) uses several measuring devices to 

determine the amount of coding material necessary to maintain a particular reference in the mind of the hearer. Two of the 

devices are: referential distance (RD) – the number of clauses (or gap) between one mention of a referent and it previous 

mention; and persistence – the number of clauses following the measured clause in which the participant continues as a 

semantic argument of the clause. 

When referential distance measures were applied to Mengen narratives (APPENDIX V-VII.) it was discovered that, in 

general, higher RDs tended to correlate with higher levels of encoding.  For example, major participants were consistently 

encoded using the most explicit reference forms (noun phrases or above) at the point they were first mentioned in the story.  

These points of 1st mention also correspond with the highest referential distance numbers.  Similarly, it was also discovered 

that only nouns or reference forms higher on the linguistic explicitness hierarchy than nouns could have RDs greater than +4.  

In example (120) below, which is the point cassowary is introduced in the cassowary narrative (Appendix I), the reference is 

encoded using an equative clause. In example (121), taken from the evil spirit narrative (Appendix II.), the husband and his 

wife are both introduced using a single noun phrase.  

 120) Boko ka i a manu te e bollau pala. 
cassowary COP 3S REL bird a REL big prior 

‘Cassowary was a big bird before.’ 
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 121) Ka kae te na pana lua rae napengana keke momo nga maga ae ri. 
TEM day a then ANI two REL 3S.wife R.3P exist at village POS 3P 

‘On day (a man) and his wife were at there village.’ 

  

Reference forms that contained the least amount of coding (i.e. modal-subject markers, verbal object markers, etc.) 

consistently had RDs of +2 or less and typically referred to major participants. (c.f. Appendix V. participant tracking for boko 

‘cassowary’clause #s 4b-11) 

4.2.2.   Episodes 

Another approach, or rather a set of approaches that are broadly described as the episode model, attempts to account for 

variations in referential choice “based on the structure of the text and/or the structures in the language producer’s mind” 

(Staley 1995:92). In this model a discourse is viewed as consisting of substructures of varying complexity (e.g. paragraphs, 

episodes, etc.). One of the difficulties with this approach is that objectively delineating these various substructures within a 

discourse is not always an easy thing to do. Tomlin for example, defines episode boundaries as “…major breaks, or attention 

shifts, in the flow of information in discourse.” (1987:460). 

When these kinds of criteria (i.e. breaks, or attention shifts in the flow of information in discourse) were subjectively 

applied to the Mengen narratives found in the Appendices several patterns in the surface structure of the language emerged. 

For example, often more explicit participant reference forms like nouns or noun phrases were found in clauses that appear to 

mark the beginning of a new paragraph (c.f. Cassowary narrative in Appendix I. clause #s 2, 14, 18, and 20). Also, references 

within these boundaries were often carried by modal-subject markers which, as was noted earlier 4.1.5.1., are the most 

common means of maintaining a participant as an actor in Mengen narrative. 

According to Tomlin often major changes in time, place, or characters can correspond with episode boundaries in 

narrative. In the Mengen cassowary narrative I found that time changes and time connectives seemed to be the best indicators 

of episode breaks, and that new episodes also often appeared to begin with participant reference forms that are higher on the 

linguistic explicitness scale. In the evil spirit narrative I found that changes in place and discourse connectives appeared to be 

the best indicators of episode breaks. These findings are summarized in Table XIII. below. 
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Table XIII. – Episode summaries (Cassowary and Evil Spirit narratives) 

Text and 
Clause # 

Conn. Time 
Change 

Place Change Reference 

Cassowary      
14 ka baina 

‘so then’  
kae  te 
‘one day’ 

keke palitao te ri 
‘they walked to each other (met up)’  

tutu rilua sungsung 
‘thrush and kingfisher’ 

20 na  
‘then’ 

kae te 
‘one day’ 

ke piraue kanna… ba ke lokale kaimo nga urapuna 
‘he sharpened his (claws) and fetched vine in the bush’ 

sungsung 
‘kingfisher’ 

75 na  
‘so’ 

ikia 
‘here/now’ 

ke tatao ngape 
‘he/it walks below (on the ground)’ 

boko 
‘cassowary’ 

Evil Spirit      
95 ka baina 

‘so then’  
kae te 
‘one day’ 

ke kelole napengana 
‘he searched (about) for his wife’ 

avale laekia natale 
‘this woman’s husband’ 

     
162 na 

‘then’ 
[then] keke kaka mun, ke kakagaliu mun te ri ta maga mun 

‘they fled, they fled back again toward their village’ 
rae natale 
‘she and her husband’ 

169 em nau 
‘there 
now’ 

[then] ke kelole avale laekia 
‘he searched (about) for this woman’ 

soare 
‘evil sprit’ 

196 ka baina 
‘so then’ 

[then] ke kulkulpatete palapala kurumea oalo 
‘she was in the lead climbing up following the vine’ 

avale 
‘woman’ 

222 ka baina 
‘so then’ 

[then] keke rave avale laekia na keke loa kia ta maga 
‘they got this woman then they took her to the village’ 

pana lua rae goena 
‘the two in-laws’ 

 
 

4.2.3.   Memorial Activation Models 

Other models, sometimes referred to as memorial activation models, stress the role of cognitive processes in referent 

choice. The term ‘activation’ here refers to “…the ease of accessibility a person has to a concept in his mind.” (Staley 

1995:96) The more accessible a referent is to a person’s active consciousness, the more likely it is to be referenced using 

forms such as a pronoun or zero referent. In the Mengen narratives charted the most accessible referents typically 

corresponded with those with the lowest referential distance (RD) numbers, such as the modal-subject marker and zero 

referent (c.f. Appendix VI. participant tracking for natale ‘her husband’ clause #s 123c-135). 

In a related study Tomlin, who examines the syntax of reference from the point of view of the speaker as opposed to the 

hearer, hypothesizes “…that the alternative use of a noun or pronoun in discourse production is a function of attention 

allocation by the speaker.” (1987:458). He observed that an English speaker uses a pronoun to maintain reference as long as 

attention was focused on that referent, but that a full noun was required to reinstate a reference following a disruption in 

attention focus regardless of how few clauses intervened between subsequent references. The same was found to be true for 

Mengen where a noun (or noun phrase) was used to re-instate a reference after a disruption in the modal-subject reference in 

about 90% of the cases (c.f. Appendix V. participant tracking for sungsung ‘kingfisher’ clause #s 18-43).  
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4.2.4.    Prominence 

Another theoretical model of participant reference stresses the role of prominence or ‘focusing’ in accounting for the 

variation of referential forms for tracking participants. Proponents of this model argue that relying too heavily on referential 

distance measures tends to ignore the relationship clauses have with one another within larger units of discourse. Some 

participant forms, the pronoun for example, correspond to participants in higher focus while other forms like nouns or noun 

phrases are used for participants in lower focus (Tomlin, 1987). 

Mengen modal-subject markers behave very much like pronouns that maintain reference in English texts. In the 

following Tables XIV. and XV. I have ranked participants as either major or minor based on several prominence measures. 

Notice that major participants were, in most cases, two times more likely to be referenced using a modal-subject than a noun 

or noun phrase. 

Table XIV.  – Prominence summary of Cassowary narrative (77 clauses) 

 

 Participant Rank Total MS  P N  Obj/Obl How 
introduced 

Kingfisher major 44 26  59% 3 11 25% 4 NP 
Cassowary major 37 15  40% - 10 27% 12 Equat. Const. 
People minor 11 2  - 2  7 N 
Thrush minor 8 -  3 3  2 NP 

 

 

Table XV.  – Prominence summary of Evil Spirit narrative (226 clauses) 

 

 Participant Rank Total MS  P N  NP  Obj/
Obl 

How 
introduced 

Woman major 90 45  50% 3 3 3% 16 17% 11 NP 
Husband major 76 48  63% 1 12 16% 7 9% 1 NP 
Evil Spirit major 75 36  48% 1 16 21% 3 4% 4 Equat. Const. 
Bro-in-law minor 26 16  - 4  1  3 O/N 
People minor 11 5  - 3  2  1 N 
 

 

The following general observations  can be made about reference to major and minor participants and props in Mengen 

narrative.  

Major participants , which were referenced in more than half of the clauses in the narrative discourses charted, were 

most often introduced in full noun phrases or equative/relative structures. They were persistently tracked using modal-subject 

markers, and occasionally by a free pronoun. At episode breaks major participants were typically reinvoked using noun 
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phrases. In subordinate clauses major participants could be referenced by a modal-subject marker on the subordinating 

conjunction. 

Minor participants , which were referenced in less than ¼ of the clauses in the narratives charted, were primarily 

introduced using a noun phrase (accompanied by a modal-subject marker when they carried subject core function in the 

clause). Minor participants were found to use fewer referential encodings than major participants. 

Props were usually introduced by a noun or noun phrase having object core function or oblique argument function. They 

were usually referenced by nouns unless the RD was +1, in which case they could be referenced by an object marker on a verb 

or a free pronoun functioning as an object of a preposition in an oblique argument. 

5. Conclusion 

Some helpful discoveries were made during the course of writing this paper. For example, discovering the relationship 

between the kinds of information being communicated and the surface structure encoding of modality helped us put more of 

the pieces of the aspect/modality puzzle in place. One particularly enlighting discovery concerned the role the completive 

aspect particle ala plays in larger discourse to signal major transition points in a discourse. 

In identifying and tracking participant reference forms we not only discovered quite an array of forms we had never 

given much thought to before, but we also discovered some important cues that a Mengen speaker requires in order to know 

who is doing what in a story.  

And in general we have discovered that, while analysis of the elements of the grammar within the clause or sentence 

have provided many excellent insights, a significant number of the features remained unclear until we saw how they were 

operating in larger units of discourse.  Likewise, we discovered that often no completely adequate explanation existed for any 

one element apart from its relationship with others. 
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Abbreviations 
 
ANA Anaphor(ic) 
ANI Animate 
ART Article 
ASP Aspect 
CAU Cause 
CER Certainty Particle 
CL Clause 
CMP Complementizer 
COM Completive 
COP Copula 
CT Change of Topic 
CTF Contrafactive 
DEM Demonstrative 
DUL Dual 
HAB Habitual 
IMP Imperfective Aspect 
INA Inanimate 
IR Irrealis 
M-S Modal-Subject 
NEG Negative 
NOM Nominalizer 
O.3S 3rd person singular Object 
O.3P 3rd person plural Object 
PL Plural 
POS Possessive 
PREP Prepostion 
PRO Pronoun 
R Realis 
RD Referential distance between participant mentions 
REL Relativizer 
S Subject 
TEM Temporal 
TOP Topicalizer 
TR Transitive (object following) OR assumed 3rd sg. object 
1S 1st  person singular 
2S 2nd person singular 
3S 3rd  person singular 
1Pi 1st  person plural Inclusive 
1Pe 1st  person plural Exclusive 
2P 2nd person plural 
3P 3rd  person plural 
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 Margin (Topic –
Cond.) 

Conn. 
(temp) 

Subject Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Oblique Margin (Top-
Cond. /Purp. 
/Dir. Speech) 

Translation (with margins  
underlined) 

1  na nanang laekia ke bai minamina   now this story goes like this. 
2   boko   ka i a manu te e 

bollau  
pala  cassowary was once a large bird. 

3  Pala na boko ke balivalia ragau nga 
magame 
kinung. 

 before, cassowary killed people 
everywhere. 

4 Ngaroma ragau ngeke 
ka nga magalo, 

na  nge tao rea   if people would flee on the ground,  
then he would chase them. 

5  na  nge paropunu rea bole  (and) he would stab-kill them also. 
6 Na ngaroma ragau 

ngeke taepatae nga 
bega, 

na  nge lopate    if people would climb a tree, then he 
would fly up 

7  na  nge paropunu rea bole  (and) he would stab-kill them also. 
8 Ngaroma ragau ngeke 

taea manang, 
na  nge lo kurume rea   if people would board a canoe, then 

he would fly after them. 
9  na  nge paroppunu rea bole  (and) he would stab-kill them also. 
10    ke umma ka ragau minamina  he (always) did this to people, 
11  na ragau keke matautaue    (and) people feared him 
12  ba  keke kolulu  ngae i nga ine rongrong 

ka ragau. 
(and) would hide from him when he 
was killing people. 

13 Na ngaroma ragau 
ngeke longe 

na  ngeke kaka    if people would hear him, then they 
would flee. 

14  na ka 
baina 
kae te 
na 

tutu rilua 
sungsung 

keke palitao  tae ri  and so one day thrush and sungsung 
met 

15  na rilua keke pamologa    then they talked. 
16   rilua keke pamologa   nga ina Boko ke 

rongrong ka 
ragau. 

they talked about when cassowary 
was killing people. 

17  na rilua keke potolu kana ta 
ri 
baingasoalinge 

  ta baina i 
manenasa 
balinge ragau. 

they plotted against him that they 
would ruin him so that he couldn’t  
harm people. 
 

          
          
          
 Margin (Topic - Conn. Subject Modal- Verb (s) Object Oblique Margin (Top- Translation (with margins  
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Cond.) (temp) Subject Cond. /Purp. 
/Dir. Speech) 

underlined) 

18  na baina sungsung ke role ka tutu roma “Koli, one ngo 
baia kaning ka 
kue, ava iau nga 
goapite na nga 
saia papaname.” 

and so kingfisher said to thrush, 
“friend, you do your work with the 
rain, but i will deceive him then sew 
up his wings.” 

19  na  ale mom.    so it was. 
20  na ka 

kae te 
sungsung ke piraue  kanna ka 

sue 
  so one day kingfisher sharpened his 

(claws) with a bone 
21  ba  ke lokale kaimo ta urapuna  and he fetched (a)  vine in the bush. 
22  na  ke atu ki   then he brought them, 
23  na  ke isi rea   then he wrapped them  
24  na  ke  poali rea   then he dried them. 
25    keke manani  tapu  they finished drying, 
26  na  ke tare kanna ragi   then he wove his (vine) into rope. 
27  na  ke taratape    he finished weaving it, 
28  na  ke role ka tutu roma “Ngo kuma ka 

kue gai ta iau ka 
kuma ka orume 
tapu.” 

then he said to thrush, “you make 
the rain now, because i have 
finished everything.” 

29  na baina tutu ke kole kue   so thrush made rain, 
30  na kue ke tugu    then the rain fell. 
31   sungsung ale baine rave sue ba ragi    then kingfisher got the bone (needle) 

and string, 
32  na  ale kutapu    then he departed. 
33 Na pala ine bai ta 

kulung tapu 
na  ke kamitote bagitu 

luguname 
ka ri papatu 

  now before he wanted to depart, he 
broke off many flowers of (a) shrub 

34  na  ke paro rea nga gilina  then he stuck them in his hair, 
35  na  ke kutapu    then he departed. 
36  na kue ke tugu  kaligi  then the rain fell heavily. 
37    Ke loa  tae Boko  he went to cassowary, 
38  na  ke lele  ngae i "See sisiu ngo 

pasapage papang 
te nga iau sasalu 
kia na kolu ta ka 
mamarisi iau." 

then he arrived at him. "say, elder, 
raise one of your wings, and i will 
go beneath it and hide because i am 
cold." 
 
 

 Margin (Topic -
Cond.) 

Conn. 
(temp) 

Subject Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Oblique Margin (Top-
Cond. /Purp. 

Translation (with margins  
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/Dir. Speech) 
39  na tutu ke baia kue   then thrush caused rain,  

40  na kue ke tugu  kaligi 
raumana 

 then the rain fell very heavily. 

41  na boko ale pasapage papana   then cassowary raised his wing,  
42  na sungsung ale kolu    (and) kingfisher hid inside. 
43  na sungsung ale baine rave sue   then kingfisher took the bone 

(needle). 
44    ale rave sue laekia 

kanna 
  he took this bone's (string), 

45  na  ale bulosia Boko 
papana 

  then he bore cassowary's wing, 

46  ba  ke saisaia  ka ragi  and  he was sewing it with string. 
47  na boko ke kanimaimaia    nga ine 

bulosissia be 
saisaia  

then cassowary felt it  when he bore 
and sewed him, 

48  na  ke role  kia roma "E ko bulovulo 
iau ka taru 
ikolong?" 

(and) he said to him, "hey, what are 
you poking me with there?" 

49  na sungsung ke roma    "Soa, sisiu, 
bagitu luguna 
laekia ke 
paroparo one 
nanguni ta ama 
iau sau kia." 

then kingfisher (answered), "oh, 
elder, this shrub flower is shooting 
you i think, so i'll discard it." 

50  na  ke tamali malaga kia   then he threw it out. 
51  na  ale saia tape papana 

laeala 
  then he finished sewing that wing,  

52  na  ale gogae Boko roma  “Sisiu iau ka 
betaveta nga 
papang laekia ta 
ngo pasapage 
papang laeala 
nga iau kolu 
kia.” 

(and)  lying to cassowary said, “i'm 
wet under your wing here, so raise 
that wing of yours so i can hide in 
it.” 

53  na boko ale long    cassowary heard  
54  na  ale pasapage papana tetoto muni  then he raised his other wing also,  
 Margin (Topic -

Cond.) 
Conn. 
(temp) 

Subject Modal-
Subject 

Verb (s) Object Oblique Margin (Top-
Cond. /Purp. 
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55  na sungsung ale sasalu  muni nga 
papana 
laeala 

 then kingfisher slipped in that wing 
of his also. 

56  na   ale rave sue laekia 
kanna 

muni  then he got this bone's (string) 
again,  

57  na  ale bulosia boko papana 
laekia 

muni  (and)  he bore this wing of 
cassowary's as well. 

58  na boko ale kanimaia  muni  cassowary felt it again 
59  na  ale role kia roma  “E, ko bulovulo 

iau ka taru 
ikolong?” 

then he said to him, "Hey, what are 
you poking me with there?" 

60  na sungsung ke  role kia muni 
roma 

 “Soa, sisiu, 
bagitu laekia te 
muni nanguni ta 
ama sau kia.” 

Then kingfisher said to him again, 
“Oh, elder, another of this shrub 
again i think, so i will discard it.” 

61  na  ale sau ka bagitu 
luguna 
laekia  

muni 
lagamalla. 

 then he discarded  this shrub's 
flower aside as well. 

62  na  ale saia tape papana 
laeala 

muni  then he finished sewing that wing of 
his also,  

63  na  ke lele malaga    then he went outside 
64  na  ke role kia roma  “Papangme 

keke seneke 
pepe. iau ka 
betaveta ki.” 

(and) he said to him, "Your wings 
are no good.  I'm getting wet by 
them.” 

65  na boko ke roma    “Ko role 
laetai?” 

then cassowary (said), “What did 
you say?” 
 

66  na sungsung ke roma    “Papangme keke seneke 
pepe. iau ka betaveta ki.” 

then kingfisher (answered), “Your 
wings are no good. I'm getting wet 
by them.” 

67  na boko  ka iukia    then cassowary was angry, 
68  na  ke rome taoe sungsung  ta balinge he thought to chase kingfisher in 

order to hit (kill) him. 
69  na sungsung ke lopaga    then kingfisher flew up 
70  na  ke tarapai  nga bega tetoto  (and) he sat atop another tree. 
71  ava boko ke rome kela  minmina  but cassowary thought to look (fly) 

like that, 
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72  na  ke rome bai ta 
longapaga 

  ta balinge  he thought he wanted to fly up to 
kill him, 

73  na  ke sana longanakala    he had no flight (after), 
74  na  ke pupu  ta mogalo  then he fell to the ground. 
75  na ikia na boko ke tatao  ngape  so here (now) cassowary walks on the ground  
76  ba  ke sane balivalia ragau muni  and he doesn't kill people anymore. 
77  ta nanang laekia 

nga boko 
ala lisina  iala mana.  there this story about cassowary, 

that's its end right there. 
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Conn. 
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Translation (with margins  
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1   Nanang laekia      ore ta soare te 
ine ka ka avale 
te. 

This story,  something which is 
about an evil spirit when it ran off 
with a woman. 

2  ka kae 
te na 

pana lua rae 
napengana 

keke momo  nga maga 
ae ri. 

 One day, (a)  man and his wife were 
at their village.  

3    keke momo    They were, 
4  na avale ke role kae natale roma “Iau ka la 

loanga siling 
kau posi, ava 
one ngo 
mommo. Ava 
ngarume na ngo 
loa ta 
kelangatao nga 
ura ae ita.” 

then the woman said to her husband, 
“I am going to search for meat for 
myself, but you stay (here). But later 
you go take a look at our garden.” 
 

5  Ka 
baina 

avale laeala ke loa ta siling kana posi nga pelau  Then that woman went to search for 
meat for herself at the sea,  

6  ava natale ke loa ta 
kelangatao 

 nga ura ae 
ri, naina 
nga 
unrenalona 

 but her husband went to take a look 
at their garden there in the bush. 

7 Ka ina apanung loa ta 
ura, 

na  ke kela paka gie te 
mallena 

naina nga 
urua ae ri. 

 When the man went to the garden he 
saw a pig's place there in their 
garden.  

8  na  ke kagaliu mun  ta maga.  Then he returned again to the 
village.  

9 Ava ka ina avale ae i 
mallaga nga pelau,  ine 
loa ta posi ave kagaliu, 

na natale ke role pakia  roma “Aekolong, ko 
loa ta ravung 
posi, ava gie ke 
kania ura ae ita 
ta ke rong ka 
kaningime.” 

But when his woman came out from 
the sea, when she went to (get) meat 
but she returned, her husband said to 
her, “You there, you went to get 
meat but the pig ate our garden until 
it finished the food.” 

10  nae napengana  ke  longo   minmina  Then his wife heard  
11  na  ke sene tuve posi ngae ri.  then she didn't cook his meat (pl). 
12    ke sipaga    She stood up  
13  na  ke rave kanna ka sia 

kalili ina kena 
mana 

  then she got herself a single piece of 
burning ember  
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14  na  ke kutapu  ta ura.  then she set out for the garden. 
 
 

15 Ava avale laeala, ine 
mallaga nga pelau, 

 i ke sisili nena ka 
talie 
launame. 

  But that woman, when she (came) 
out from the sea, she (had) searched 
for talie tree leaves for herself. 

16    ke sisili rea   She (had) searched for them  
17  na  ke mallaga ki nga pelau.  then she (had) brought them back 

from the sea. 
18 Ta baina ina natale 

role pakia minmina, 
na i ke kutapu ki bavakena ta 

ura. 
 So that when her husband spoke to 

her this way she set out with them 
all the way to the garden.  

19    ke  loa  nao  She went,  
20    ke rave kanna ka 

sia. 
  she took her fire. 

21    ke tatao kurumea pamau e ta 
ura 

nao  She was walking following the trail 
to the garden,  

22  na  ke lola    she was going,  
23     lola    going,  
24     lola    going,  
25     lola    going, 
26     lola.    going. 
27    ke lele  nga ura 

tapu. 
 She arrive at the garden.  

 
28  na  ke rome 

isopitpitea 
sia ina 
kanna 

nga bega te 
puna. 

 She was attempting to start (by 
blowing) the piece of her fire at the 
base of a tree. 

29  na gie laeala e 
kaninnia ura 

ka sana   gie.   Now that pig that was eating the 
garden, it wasn't a pig.  

30 Soare te, ava ke 
kampiliue,  

na  ke lele a basema i 
a gie. 

  An evil spirit, but it changed (itself) 
then it became like it was (a) pig.  

31 Ava ka ina avale 
laeala loa ta 
kelangatao, 

na avale laeala ke rome kele    But when that woman went to look, 
that woman saw it (the pig)  

32  na  ka  lonananna gie bole.  then she thought (it was a) pig also. 
33  ava  ke sa.     But no. 
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34 Ina i magolo ta 

isongpitangea sia ina 
kanna nga bega puna, 

na  ke magio mano soare te ora 
kalluva 
puna lele 
nga kunna. 

 Ora kalluva 
puna laeala nga 
kunna. 
 

When she bent over to reignite the 
piece of her fire at the base of the 
tree, she was extremely surprised 
(by) an evil spirit that (had) the base 
of the kalluva plant growing from its 
head. Something that (had) the base 
of the kalluva plant growing from its 
head.  

35    ke atu    It came then  
36  na  ke kapita  ka kamana.  it grasped with its hand. 
37   Avale laekia ke rome magio    This woman (was) surprised,  
38    ke rome kela    she looked,  
39  na  ke kele soare laekia   then she saw this evil spirit. 
40   Soare laekia ke kaka kia nao.  This evil spirit was fleeing with her. 
41 Na, ka ina nga soare 

nge kaka ka avale 
laeala iala, 

na (object 
referenent) 

ke umma ta 
lagangtape  

talie 
lalauna 

 basema 
kenakena. 

Now as the evil spirit was fleeing 
with that woman there, she was 
plucking scattering the leaves of the 
talie plant, like one at a time.  

42  na soare ke lola    Then the evil spirit was going 
43  ba  ke bouvoaue bounga te roma “Iau a, kaka, 

nau ka, avale 
nga turiturime, 
turiturime. Iau 
a, kaka, nau ka, 
avale nga 
turiturime, 
turiturime.” 

and it was singing a song like this, 
"I am fleeing with my woman from 
the turituri (plants), the turituri. I am 
fleeing with my woman from the 
turituri, the turituri."  

44    ke lola    It was going,  
45     lola    going,  
46     lola.    going. 
47 Taim ine lola  avale laekia nge tuatatape basema 

talie launa 
kena. 

  As it was going this woman was 
scattering one talie leaf (at a time).  

48    nge loa    She would go,  
49    nge pa  nga inte   she would be at a place  
50    nge 

tuatape 
launa kena  muni.  she would drop one another leaf. 

51    ke(ke) loa   nao,  They went,  
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52    ke lele  nga, 

basema, ola 
te kaona, 

 they arrived at, like.. (at) the mouth 
of a hole,  

53  na soare ke rave avlae laekia nao  then the evil spirit took this woman  
54  na ri pana lua ke sopisigi  ta ola lona.  then those two descended down into 

the hole. 
55 Na avale laekia, pala 

ta ri songapisigi ta ola 
lona, 

(na) (avale laekia) i ke rave ela ngae i 
panu 

 base talie 
lalauna panu, 

Now this woman, prior to them 
descending down into the hole, she 
took some ela of hers, like some 
talie leaves,  

56    ke tuatapu rea nga ina nga 
ola kaona. 

 she scattered them there at the hole's 
opening. 

57  ka baina soare ke sopisigi kae ri pana lua lagape ta 
ola lona. 

 Then the evil spirit descended with 
those two downward into the inside 
of the hole. 

58    ke lele    They arrived,  
59     lele  nako ngape 

nga ola 
lona nao. 

 arrived there down in the inside of 
the hole. 

60 Ngape nga ola   ka  pamau 
tanakena 
muni. 

  Down in the hole there was another 
very big road. 
 

61  ba  ka  maga 
papatu 

 keke momo 
ngape nga ola. 

And there were many villages down 
in the hole. 

62 Na soare laekia, taim 
ine lola, lola ba nge 
lele nga maga te 

(na) (soare laekia) nge bou  mun.  Now this evil spirit, when it was 
going, going and would arrive at a 
village then it would sing again.  

63    nge roma,   "Iau a, kaka, 
nau ka, avale 
nga turiturime, 
turiturime. Iau 
a, kaka, nau ka, 
avale nga 
turiturime, 
turiturime." 

It would (sing) like this, "I'm fleeing 
with my woman from the turituri, 
the turituri. I'm fleeing with my 
woman from the turituri, the 
turituri." 
 

64   Ragau ngeke longe   ina soare nge 
bouvou nao. 

People would hear when it was 
singing,  
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65    ngeke role,    "Ita longe bounga laeala. 
Bounga ngaetai iala?" 

they would say "Let's listen to that 
song. What song is that there?" 

66    nge(ke) kela  nao,  They would look,  
67    nge(ke) kele soare  ine nge kapita 

ka avale laekia 
kamana ba nge 
utlalle ta ri pana 
lua kanga. 

they would see the evil spirit as it 
grasped this woman's hand and 
tripped (along) pulling her for the 
two to flee. 

68   ragau ngeke ballage   "Avolau 
laekolong, ko 
rave ning ka 
avale ore 
ngaetai?" 

The people would ask it, "Bigman 
there, where did you get your 
woman from?" 
 

69  na soare  nge  roma   "Orae iau  rave 
nakong nga 
turiturime." 

Then the evil spirit would (say), 
"Something of mine (that) I got over 
there in the turituri."  

70  Em nao  ngeke kavesilelea maga laeala   There now, they would by pass that 
village,  

71    nge lola    they would be going, 
72     lola    going, 
73     lola    going, 
74    nge lele  nga maga 

te mun. 
 they would arrive at another village, 

75   soare nge bou  muni "Iau a, kaka, 
nau ka,  avale 
nga turiturime, 
turiturime. Iau 
a, kaka, nau ka, 
avale nga 
turiturime, 
turiturime." 

the evil spirit would sing again: "I'm 
fleeing with my woman from the 
turituri. I'm fleeing with my woman 
from the turituri." 
 

76   ragau ngeke long    People would hear,  
77    nge(ke) roma   "Ta long. 

Bounga ngaetai 
iala?" 

they would say, "Listen! What's that 
song there?" 

78    nge(ke) kela    They would look, 
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    nge(ke) kele soare  ine kapita avale 
laekia kamana  
ave lalo kia ta 
maga ae i. 

they would see the evil spirit when it 
grasped this woman's hand, and was 
taking her (away) to its village.  

79   Soare nge kaka ka avale yet.  The evil spirit would be continuing to flee with this woman.  
80    nge lola    It would be going,  
81     lola    going,  
82     lola    going,  
83     lola    going,  
84     lola.    going. 
85    ke loa    It went,  
86  na  ke lele  nge i nga 

maga. 
 then it arrived at its village. 

87    ke lele  nge i nga 
maga. 

 It arrived at its village,  

88    ke kiue ragau 
kinung re 
nga maga 
laeala ae i. 

  it called out to all the people of that 
village of its. 

89  ka baina  ke role kerea roma "Iau ka bai ta roleng ka miau 
roma, iau ka rave kau ka 
avale paenakena ore naina 
nga turiturime ava, sonrau 
miau kinung ngaka loa ta 
unrenalona. Na ngaka ravu 
lau ore nga savuning, ba  
ngaka lala mao, ba ngaka 
ravu kaning. Na ngaka atu ki 
ta ita ka la bainge maime ore 
nga serengakale avale laekia 
iau a iau rave naina nga 
turiturime." 

Then it said to them, "I want 
to tell you that I got myself 
(an) excellent woman who 
is from over at the turituri, 
but today all of you go to 
the bush. And get leaves for 
mumuing, and dig up taro, 
and get food. Then bring 
them because we will make 
a commotion to celebrate 
this woman I got there from 
the turituri." 
 

90  ka baina ragau kinung keke loa  ta 
unrenalona 

ta ravung lau, 
ba kaningi, ba, 
ta bainge 
kaning o 
serenga ta avale 
laeala iala. 

Then all the people went to the bush 
to get leaf(s), and food and to do (a) 
feast or celebration for that woman 
there.  
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91  Ava soare ke tatara  nge i nga  But the evil spirit sat in the boy's 
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giung. house  
92  ba  ke inso.    and he was blowing (a reed 

instrument). 
93    ke insoe isongo ae i.   He was blowing his reed instrument.  
94  ava avale laekia ke sakalkalo  nga maga.  But this woman was sweeping in the village.  
95  Ka 

baina ka 
kae tetot 
nao 

avale laekia 
natale 

ke kelole napengana   Then on another day this woman's 
husband looked for his wife.  
 

96    ke kelole    He searched,  
97     kelole    searched,  
98     kelole   nao.  searched. 
99    ke role ka goena,  "Goegu, itaua nga kela te 

liung piau ta ke sene 
malaga tale. Ke sene 
malaga ngalla ba, ikia ka i 
a rigo kena ke rong, ke 
rong ae i tapu. Sonrau ka i 
a kae ae lua ine sene 
malaga na itaua nga kela 
te liung piau." 

He said to his inlaw "Inlaw, 
(let's) you and I look for your 
sister because she hasn't returned 
yet. She didn't return yesterday 
and here a whole night has 
finished, it finished for her 
already. Today is the second day 
that she hasn't returned, lets us 
two go and look for your sister." 

100   Goena ke role,   Goan goegu, 
itaua lola." 

His inlaw said, "Okay inlaw, let's us 
two be going."  

101  Ta goena ke lola    So (he and) his inlaw were going,  
102     1ola    going,  
103     lola    going,  
104    ke lele  nga ura 

nao,  
 they arrived at the garden,  

105    ke kele sia ina 
avale laekia 
patue kia. 

  they saw the part of the fire this 
woman had kindled. 

106  Ava  ke seneke kele avale laeala   But they didn't see that woman. 
107  Em nao apanung laekia ke rome kela  balakala 

isura 
 There now, this man went to look 

around a little,  

108    ke  kele talie launa ae 
napengana 

  he saw the talie leaf of his wife  
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109  na  ke roma   "Ai! Goegu. 
Ela ae liung 

then he said, "Hey! Inlaw. A (piece 
of) grass belonging to your sister 
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piau te ikia!" here!" 
110    ke rome tao     They/he walked,  
111    eke tao  isura mun,  they walked a bit more, 
112    ke kal paka te mun.   they/he found another one. 
113    ke      they/he (went)  
114    be tao  isura mun,  and they/he walked a little again,  
115    ke kal paka te mun.   they/he found another. 
116    ke     they/he (went) 
117    be tao  isrua mun,  and they/he walked a little again, 
118    ke kal paka te mun.   they/he found another. 
119    ke kavova ki kurumea 

pamau 
laeala  

a ri ra soare 
keke kaka kia. 

They/he pursued them following 
that trail the evil spirit (and another 
person) were fleeing on.  

120    ke(ke) loa  nao,  They/he went,  
121    ke(ke) lele  nga ola 

laekia. 
 they/he arrived at this hole, 

122  na avale laekia 
natale 

ke role ka goena roma "Goegu, ngo meisi nakai 
nga ola kaona. Ava, nga 
ina iau nga rome sopisigi 
ava, iau nga kagaliu. Iau 
nga rome nga sismatage 
oalo, na nga longomatana 
roma, 'Mangng nga riki, 
lele ta, ngo redi ta 
sisingpate mangng, ka 
oalo.' " 

then this woman's husband 
said to his inlaw "Inlaw, you 
stand here at the opening of 
the hole. But I'm going to 
descend, but I will return. I 
will pull-loosen the vine, then 
you will know that, "We 
will..there...arrived to...you 
(be) ready to pull us up with 
the vine." 

123  Em nao goe laekia 
goena 

ke sopisigi  ta ola lona ta kelanga te 
napengana. 

There now, this child's inlaw 
descended down into the hole to see 
(search for) his wife.  

124    ke loa    He went,  
125    ke lele  nga maga 

te nga ola 
lona nao, 

 he arrived at a village (down) inside 
the hole,  

126    ke ballaga,   "Miau ka kele 
avale te?" 

he asked, "(Did) you see a woman?" 
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127  na re nga maga e 
kapunu 

ke role  roma, Mangng ka kele 
soare te ora 
kalluva puna lele 

Then those (people) from the first 
village said, "We saw an evil spirit 
with the kalluva plant's base 
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nga kunna iale 
kaka kia be 
bouvou." 

growing on its head, he was fleeing 
(over) there with her and he was 
singing." 

128    nge ka`e maga laeala   He would leave that village,  
129    nge loa  mun,  he would go again, 
130    ke lele  nga maga 

lua, 
 He arrived at the second village,  

131    ke ballaga   mun.  he asked again. 
132  Na re nga maga 

mun, maga 
tetot 

ke role  roma "Mangng ka 
kele soare ora 
kalluva puna 
lele nga kunna, 
ke kaka kia ba 
ke bouvou." 

Then those from the next village, 
another village said, "We saw an 
evil spirit with the kalluva plant's 
base growing on its head, it fled 
with her and it was singing."  

133    Ke loa   nao, He went,  
134    ke lele  nga soare 

maga ae i. 
 he arrived at the evil spirit's village. 

135    ke lele  nga soare 
maga ae i 
nao, 

 He arrived at the evil spirit's village.  

136  na ragau kinung ke(ke) loa   ta ravung lau,  ba 
kaningi, ba, ta bainge 
kaning, ba maime, ba 
serenga ora nga avale 
laeala iala. 

Now all the people had gone to 
get leaf and food and to make 
(a) feast and commotion and 
celebbration for that woman 
there. 

137  na soare ke mommo  nga giung,  Now the evil spirit was at the boy's 
house  

138  ba  ke inso.    and it was blowing (on its reed 
instrument). 

139  ava avale laekia ke sakalkalo  nga maga.  But this woman was sweeping in the 
village.  
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140 Ka baina, ka ina avale 
laekia sakalo tape  
ave bai ta loanga ta 
tamaling ka, tamaling 

na  ke kele natale.   Then  when this woman completed 
sweeping it, and she wanted to go to 
throw, throw..like..., when she was 
sweeping in the village and she 
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ka base ma, ine ina 
sakalkalo nga maga ba 
ke bai ta loanga ta 
tamaling ka oru ngeke, 
olsem pipiame nga 
maga nao. 

wanted to go to throw things 
which..., like rubbish from the 
village... Then she saw her husband.  
 
 

141    ke loa ta tamaling ki nga pamau 
matana 

 She went to throw them at the head 
of the trail. 

142 Ine rave pipiame lola 
ki ta pamau matana 

 natale ke kele,    When she got the rubbish (and was) 
taking them to the head of the trail 
her husband saw her.  

143  na  ke taepate  nga bega te  He climbed up in a tree  
144  na  ke tarapai  ngailu.  then he sat-atop above. 
145  na avale laekia ke loa ta tamaling ki naina nga 

bega laeala  
natale 
taepate kia. 

 Now this woman, she went to throw 
the rubbish there near that tree her 
husband (had) climbed up in. 

146 Ka ine loa ta tamaling 
ki naina nga bega 
laeala puna, 

na natale ke tuatape ramao ae i.   When she went to throw them at the 
base of that tree then her husband 
dropped her scraper.  

147  na  ke   roma "Asii! Ramao ama 
iau e nga maga 
ikia, ava ke meimia 
ka atungana?" 

Then she (spoke) saying, "Oh! 
My scraper from the village 
here, but how has it come (to be 
here)?"  

148    ke kelkela  kalaoveka  She was looking all around,  
149  ba  ke balallaga i mun   and she was asking herself, 
150  ba  ke pamolloga.    and she was talking. 
151     lola    Going, 
152     lola    going, 
153     lola    going, 
154     lola.    going. 
155   Natale ke pa  nga…   
156  o  ke tarapai  nga bega 

kunna 
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157  na  ke sili  te i lagape ta i memeisingi 
nga bega puna. 

Her husband returned from, or he sat 
atop of the tree's head then he hissed 
downward to (get) her to stand at the 
base of the tree. 
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158    ke roma   "Iau a ningtale ikia ava, 
mangng ka kelolo one, 
na iau ka at ta ravung 
one." 

He said, "It's me your husband 
here, we have been searching for 
you and I came to get you." 
 

159  Ka 
baina 

avale laekia ke long  nao,  Then this woman heard,  

160    ke sene kagaliu mun  ta maga ae 
soare nao. 

 she didn't return to the evil spirit's 
village again. 

161    ke sipaga    She got up,  
162  na rae natale ke kaka  mun.  then she and her husband were 

fleeing again. 
163    ke(ke) kakagaliu mun  te ri ta 

maga mun. 
 They were fleeing returning to their 

village again.  
164    ke(ke) kaka ta 

kangelele 
 nga maga 

te. 
 They were fleeing to get away from 

a place.  
165    te lola    They were going, 
166     lola    going, 
167     lola    going, 
168    ke lele  nga maga 

te. 
 they arrived at a village. 

169  Em nao soare ke kelole avale laekia   There now, the evil spirit looked for 
this woman  

170  na  ke roma   "Ei, avale laekia ke 
loa nganige, nga 
pia ba nge lele?" 

then it said, "Hey, this woman 
left a long time ago, when will 
she arrive?" 

171   Soare ke sipaga  nao,  The evil spirit got up, 
          
172  na  ke pakale nginginame ka ri 

lua oru nge kautu 
  then it ground its two teeth that are 

tusks. 
173  na  ke pira  ta pamau 

matana 
nao, 

 It ran to road's point,  

174    ke singsingo  kaloveka nga 
pamau matan. 

 it was smelling all around at the 
road's point. 
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175    ke singo ta  pamau 
matan 
laeala  

a avale laeala 
loa ta tamaling 
a pipiame kia, 

It smelled that road's point the 
woman went to throw the rubbish 
away on, then it smelled where she 
and her husband were fleeing. 
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176   Soare ke tumvu  nao,  The evil spirit worked now,  
177    ke  rave gio ngae i.   it got its spears. 
178    ke pakale ngingina 

lua ora 
ngeke 
kautu  

nao,  It ground its two tusks,  
 

179    ke pirpira 
kurumea 

pana lua 
rae natale. 

  it was running after the woman and 
her husband. 

180    ke tat    It was coming, 
181     tat    coming, 
182     tat    coming, 
183     tat    coming, 
184     tat    coming, 
185     tat    coming, 
186     tat    coming, 
187     tat    coming. 
188   Pana lua 

natatatle 
keke kaka.    The (woman) and her husband were 

fleeing. 
189   Avale laeala ka i kapunpun    That woman was (going) ahead  
190  ba natale ka i ngarumrume.    and her husband was (coming) 

behind. 
191    keke kaka    They were fleeing,  
192     kaka    fleeing,  
193    keke lele  nga ola 

laeala nao, 
 they arrived at that hole  

194  na natale ke sismatage oalo.   then her husband shook the vine. 
195 Taim i sismatage oalo 

nao, 
 goena ka la  lonamatana roma, "Riko nge 

taengapate ta 
ola kaona." 

When he shook the vine his in-law 
would (def) know thinking, "They 
there will climb up to the mouth of 
the hole." 

196  Ka 
baina 

avale ke kulkulpatete 
palapala 
kurumea 

oalo   Then the woman ascended (going) 
first following the vine  
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197  ba natale ka i ngarumrume.    and her husband was (going) 
behind. 

198  Ka 
panna 
sa  na 

soare ke lele  nge ri pana 
lua, 

 Immediately the evil spirit arrived at 
the two.  
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199  Na ri pana lua ke kapataetae 

kurumea 
kulkulpate ta 
kurumae 

oalo lakailu 
taola 
kaona. 

 Then the two were fleeing upward 
following ascending following the 
vine upward toward the hole's 
mouth  

200  ba soare ke i ngarumrume  nge ri pana 
lua bole. 

 and the evil spirit was (coming) 
behind the two also. 

201    ke at    It came,  
202   avale ke sipaga,    the woman went up,  
203    ke kalpate  nga ola kaona,  she reached the hole's mouth,  
204    ke  meis.    she stood. 
205   Apanung ke sipaga,    The man went up,  
206    ke loa,    he went,  
207    ke rol ka soare,  "Soare, ngo parea sula 

ngae one ngape nga, 
nako ngape nga ola. Ava 
ngoromo ngo kalipisigi 
mangng lagape, na 
mangng nga sarara 
kurumea oalo na mangng 
nga sula, sula nako nga 
ol." 

he said to the evil spirit, "Evil 
spirit, shoot your stakes down 
below in, there down below in 
the hole. But if you pull us down 
then we will slide following the 
vine then we will be impaled, 
impaled there in the hole." 

208  Ka 
baina 

soare ke sipaga    Then the evil spirit arose  

209  na  ke parea sulangkai rae i  then it shot its spears  
210  na  ke tumvu 

kurumea 
ri lua lakailu 

kurumea 
oalo. 

 then it went after the two upward 
following the vine. 

211   Avale laekia ke loa,    This woman went,  
 

212    ke meis  ngailu.  she stood at the top. 
213   Natale ke loa,    Her husband went,  
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214    ke meis  ngailu.  he stood at the top. 
215   Soare ke pa  ngaliua nga 

oalo luana 
nga o 

 The evil spirit was situated in the 
middle of the vine half way in the 
hole  

216  na avale laeala 
natale 

ke savatote oalo.   then that woman's husband cut the 
vine. 
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217    ke savatote oalo nao,  He severed the vine,  
218  na soare ke pupu    then the evil spirit fell  
219  na  ke sulalea sula nga intre ae 

i muni. 
 then it was impaled on the stake in 

his own parts. 
220  Na  ke mate 

bavakena. 
   Then it died completely.  

 
221  Na  ke ka`e  ina e nga sula nga ola, 

nga gio nginngina, o 
sula nginngina rae i, 
naina nga ola lona. 

 Then it left the place of the stake(s) 
in the hole on those spears, or those 
stakes of it there inside the hole.  
 

          
222  Ka 

baina 
pana lua rae 
goena 

keke rave avale laekia nao,  Then the two in-laws took this 
woman,  

223    ke(ke) loa kia ta maga,  they took her to the village. 
224  ba  ke panane    And she told the story,  
225   avale laeala ke panane soare 

kangang 
kia 

te it maga.  that woman told the story of the evil 
spirit's flight with her to us (in the) 
village. 

226   Nanang laeala   iala mana.   That's the end of the story.  
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1   Panganana 
laekia  

0 0   ore nga giung. This story is about the boy's house. 

2   Giung  ka i a  taru?   What is (a) giung? 
3   giung ka    ora rapanung ke 

mommo kia. 
The giung (boy’s house) is 
something the males live in. 

4  ava 
ngaroma 

giau te ke  bai ta 
kumangng ka 

giung ae i   But if a person wants to build his 
boy's house,  

5  nga kumangng ka 
giung 

ke sane basema bale   concerning the building of the 
giung, it's not like (a) house. 

6    ke sa     No. 
7   kumangng ka 

giung 
ke bollau  nga bale  The work (building) the boy's house 

is big(ger) than (the work of 
building a) house. 

8  Pala  nge rave posome  ke pate ka polo 
bole. 
 

First they get posts, they refer to it 
as (a) pole also. 

9    ngeke ravu rea   They will get them,  
10    nge ulo rea   they will place them, 
11  na  nge telea allime   then they will cut the rafters. 
12    ke rave kana allime   They get its rafters,  
13    nge ulo rea   they will place them. 
14    ngeke rave kana oalo 

matana te 
 ore nga giung 

taiina. 
They will get its kind of vine for the 
end of the boy's house. 

15    keke pate  roma oalo bollau They refer to it as the big vine.  
16    nge pulia    They will put it 
17  na  nge loa ta ravunge oalome   then they will go to get vines, 
18     utungu oalo  nga mosa  pull vine for the (house making kind 

of) vine. 
19   oalo ke  uma ka baleme kia em mosa The vine they make the houses with, 

its mosa. 
20  na  nge balipage giung   Then they will assemble the boy's 

house. 
21  na  nge baia kaning tane bollau  Then they will hold a large feast. 
22    nge balia gie   They will kill (a) pig. 
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23   ravale nge savunia kaningme  ore nga ragau 
ke kumangng 
ka giung na ri 
kaning 

The women will mumu food for the 
people who worked on the boy's 
house for them to eat. 

24    nge kolkole launa   They will bend the leaves. 
25   agau laeala a 

giung ae i 
nge pakankani  ta giung 

laeala 
 The person whose boy's house it is 

will be feeding for (the work on) 
that boy's house.  

26    nge pakankani reke uma 
ka giung 

  He will feed those who worked on 
the boy's house  

27  ba  nge  pakankania ravale reke 
loa ta 
kolonge 
launa 

  and he will 
feed the women who went to break 
the leaves. 

28 nga giung   ka i a  kumangng 
te e bollau. 

  Regarding the boy’s house, it is (a) 
big work. 

29  Ka ina launa ke rong    When the leaf is done  
30  ba   nge bai ta ri 

pulinge 
launa nau  and they want to put the leaf  

31  o   olenge     or draw it,  
32    ka  kumangnga 

ka ri lua. 
  there are two kinds of work. 

33    nge bai ta ri olenge giung   They will want to pull (the roof 
leaves on) the boy's house,  

34  na  ngeke olea    then they will pull it. 
35    nge bai ta 

pangakilonge 
   They want to bend (the roof leaves),  

36  na  nge pakole    then they will (roof the house by) 
bending. 

37  Na ka 
kae ina 
laeala 
eke 
pakolkole 
giung 

 ngeke rave kaning 
papatu 

  Now on the part of the day that they 
are roofing the boy's house 
they will get allot of food. 

38   Ravale ngeke rave kaning 
papatu 

nge ura  The women will get allot of food 
from the garden  
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39  o  ngeke loa ta silanga lea nga pelau  or they will go to 

search for fish in the sea  
40  o  nge balia gie nga ineke 

legelegea 
giung kia. 

 or they will kill (a) pig at/near the 
place they are shaping the boy's 
house. 

41    nge kuma ka giung  tapu  The will have finished work on the 
boy's house. 

42    ke rong   ava nga inte It's finished but about a part (I 
forgot),  

43  ngaroma  ngeke 
sana nge 

kuma tapu  kia   if they haven't finished it  

44   ravale ngeke loakale launa muni.  the women will go after leaf again. 
 
 

45    nge kolo munia  muni  They will roof again, again. 
46    nge  atu  kia   They will bring it  
47  na 

ngaroma 
 ngeke kuma tapu kia   then if they have finished working it  

48  na  ale nge kumkuma  nakoai 
ngallo nga 
giung 
maganna, 
lona. 

 then they will work here inside of 
the boy's house’s stomach, its 
interior. 

49  na  ngeke kuma kaning te nangina 
muni 

kaning. Then they will hold a feast there 
again, (a) feast. 

50   ravale ngeke rave kaning nga ura nau, kaukau, 
singapore, 
kaning 
nginangina 
ngeke lele ki. 

The women will get food from the 
garden, kaukau, singapore, 
those foods they will grow. 

51  ka ina  ke uma  nga giung 
maganna 

ta paronge 
niame nga 
giung, ta 
unange pora 

When they have worked in the 
interior of the boy's house to 
construct the beds in the boy's 
house, to lay out the (special) log (at 
the entrance).  

52 kaning tane 
bollau 

  ngeke kuma kia muni  ka kae laeala. (a) great feast, they will hold it (one) 
again on that day. 

53  Ii  ke balia gie   Yes, they will kill (a) pig  
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54  o  nge loa ta silanga pelau   or they will go to search the sea. 
55    nge rave lea papatu nga pelau ta oru nga ragau 

kumangng na 
kaningi rea. 

They will get many fish in the sea, 
(search for) things for the people 
(who) work to eat them. 

56  na  nge une kana nia   They will lay out its bed(s)  
57  na  ngeke pulia pora.   then they will put the log (at the 

entrance). 
58  na kumangng ale rong  nga giung 

laeala. 
 Then the work will be complete on 

that boy's house. 
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1 Nga maliava.        Concerning the ancestral spirit. 
2 Basema baliava ore 

momo sonrau. 
       Like spirits, something which exists 

today. 
3 Maliava ore atu nge 

nau. 
       The ancestral spirit, something that 

comes from my mother. 
4   Nau nge mate tapu    My mother will have died  
5  na   nga kave    then I will call out,  
6    ka  laumatana roma nau ke mate 

tapu. 
I know that my mother already died. 

7    nga kuma masi ka oru nge i   I will perform things well for her  
8  na  nga kave   Ngaroma nau 

sonrau “Ngo 
atu, ngo momo 
kala nge iau ka 
kae kikiai.” 

then I will call out to her. "Mother 
(if your here ) today, come and stay 
with me these days." 

9  ngaroma  nga matea  ta i 
momong  

kala nge 
iau ka 
kaeme 
kinung 

 If I want her to stay with me always 

10  na  nga lege masia  pala.  then I will work well (with) her/it 
beforehand. 

11    nga lege masia  pala  I will work well (with) her 
beforehand  

12  ba 
ngarume 
na 

 nge momo  kala nge 
iau. 

 then later she will stay with me. 

13    ke sane 
nga 

baipaga lising kia   I won't play (around) with her. (I'll 
be serious about it.) 

14    ka sana 
nga 

patamonnia    I won't trod-soil (defile/dishonor) 
her. 

15    ke sa     No. 
16    nga lege masia  pala  I will work well (with) it/her first. 
17    nge kele oru nge iau 

lege rea 
  She will see the things I've done  

18  na  nge momo  kala nge 
iau ka 
kaeme 
kinung 

 then she will stay with me all of my 
life. 
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19 Ka kae nge iau matea 
taru, 

basema  ka  bai ta 
kumangng ka  

kau gauve   The day I want what(ever), for 
example I want to hunt with my dog  

20  o  ka bai ta loanga  ta pelau  or I want to go to the sea, 
21    nga  kave nau   I will petition my mother,  
22    nga kave  maliava ae 

iau 
  I will petition my ancestral spirit. 

23 Ka kae nge iau kave  iau ka sana kave kaskena   On the day I petition, I don't petition 
her/it only. 

24    ka  laumatana roma nau ke mate, 
nau tuna ke 
mate, nau liuna 
ke mate,  
nga kave roma, 
uouo  
ae uouo ke 
mate, 

I understand that my mother died, 
my mother's child died, my mother's 
brother died, I’ll petition saying, 
‘Uncle…’. Uh, uncle died.  

25 ra nginngina    nga kave rea kinung  “Ngaroma miau 
ngaka kela te 
iau.” 

All of those, I will petition all of 
them (saying) “If you (pl) will take 
care of me.” 

26 nga kae   nga ele oru 
nginngina 

  On (a) day I will watch for those 
things. 

27  basema  keke lele mamasi    like (things) are going well,   
28  Ngarom

a 
 nga  kel paka mata   If I see (a) firefly. 

29   Mata nge lu    The firefly will enter  
30  na  nge baia    then it will do it,  
31    nge taliu    it will circle,  
32    nge taliliu  nga ragugu  it will be circling at my face  
33  o  nge paroparo iau.   or it will be darting (at) me. 
34    nga  laumatana roma otte ke soali I will know that something is wrong 

with me. 
35    ka  laumatana roma otte ke soali I know that something is wrong. 
36 Nga kae tetoto na  nga tara    On another day I will sit  
37  na  nga  logukannan

-na iau 
roma kanau ka taru 

ke soali nge 
iau. 

then I will be examining myself 
(saying), “What is it of mine that is 
wrong for me?” 

38   Gauve nge iau ke soali    My dogs are  sick  
 Margin (Topic – Conn. Subject Modal- Verb (s) Object Oblique Margin (Top- Translation (with margins  
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39  o otte ke la leleng  nge iau  o… or something has  happened to me, 
or.. 

40  Ngarom
a 

 nga kal pa kia nga 
gauveme 
pala. 

 If I find it on my dogs first. 
 

41    Nga loa ka gauveme.   I will take the dogs. 
42  Ngarom

a 
gauveme ngeke kal paka gie   If the dogs find (a) pig,  

43  ngaroma  nga pare    if I spear it,  
44    nga role  roma “Kau otte toto.” I will say, (it must be) something 

else of mine. 
45  A gauveme nge rome pakae gie   The dogs will attempt (to catch) pig,  
46  a  nge ka    uh it will flee. 
47   gie nge telea rea   The pig will cut them,  
48          
49   gie nge tele iau   the pig will cut me,  
50    ka  laumatana roma kannu ke soali. I know that the spirit is bad (upset). 

 
51    nga atu    I will come  
52  na  nga legetoto  muni  then I will fashion/work again. 
53    nga kuma muni ka olekia.   I will work this thing again. 
54    nga kuma kia   I will work it,  
55    nge pe    it will be good 
56  na  nga kavalele.    then I will petition-appear (conjure). 
57    nga kavalele    I will conjure,  
58    nge pe tapu    it will be okay,  
59    nga loa muni ka gauveme muni.  I will take the dogs again. 
60    nga loa  gauveme muni.  I will take the dogs again. 
61   gauveme nge rome    They dogs will try,   
62    ke  balia gie  ka kae tetoto they kill the pig another day. 
63    ka  laumatana roma oru ke pe muni. I know that the thing is well again. 
64   Maliava ae iau ke pe  muni.  My ancestral spirit is well (content) 

again. 
65  Na maliava ae iau ale momo  kala nge 

iau 
muni. Then my ancestral spirit will stay 

(finally) with me again. 
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66 Nga kae palume  maliava ae iau ka  iukia  ngaroma nga 

balia goe ae iau 
te. 

Sometimes my ancestral spirit is 
angry if I strike a child of mine. 

67 Nga balia goe ae iau te na maliava iau ka  iukai kau   I will strike a child of mine, then my 
ancestral spirit is angry with me. 

68    ka  iukai kau   She/it is angry at me. 
69 na kae palu na  nge luia gie.   then sometimes it will enter (a) pig 
70    nge luia gie   She will enter the pig  

 
71  na  nge tugutaokale kaning ae 

iau 
  then it will jump after my food  

72  na  nge loa ta kaninge kaning 
laekia. 

  then it will go eat this food. 

73    nge kania kaning 
laekia 

  She will eat this food  
 

74  na  nga  laumatana roma ka otte ikolong.  then I will know, there is something 
there. 

75 Ka otte ikolong ka baina maliava ke atukale kaningi 
laekia o ura 
laekia 

  There is something there, that’s why 
the ancestral spirit came after this 
food or this garden 

76  na  ke kania.    then it ate it. 
77    Nga  logukannan

a iau 
roma taru 

mannangana? 
I will be examining myself saying, 
What is (it) really? 

78    ke baia ura ae iau   It did my garden  
79  o  ke ba iu ka maliava 

ae iau. 
 or it sent anger on/by my ancestral 

spirit. 
80  Na maliava ae iau ke atukale ura ae iau.   Then my ancestral spirit came after 

my garden. 
81    Nga  logukannan

na iau 
  I will be examining myself  

82  na  nga  logukalapa
ge 

 ina balia goe ae 
iau. 

then I will remember when I struck 
my child. 

83    Nga tungu oru te goe ae 
iau 

 I will give something to my child. 
 

84    Nga legea olekia te goe ae 
iau. 

 I will fashion (do) this thing for my 
child. 
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85 Ura  gie ke sane inap ta loanga ta ura  muni.  Garden, the pig isn't able to go to 
the garden again. 

          
86    Ale nge rong.    It will (finally) be finished. 
87 Nga maliava e soali, 

ngaroma nga kalilia 
ore bollau raumana 

na   ka  laumatana roma maliava e soali 
ore turu nge 
agau tetoto. 

Regarding the bad ancestral spirit, if 
I'm dealing with something very big 
I know that (it is a) bad spirit that 
came from another person. 

88    ke kel paka   ine iau balvali 
gie palimule, 

It saw when I regularly struck the 
pig,  

89    ke kel paka mirau  ine pepe 
palimule, ine 
iau laulau lea 
palimule, 

it saw my body when it regularly did 
well, when I regularly caught fish,  

90  na  ka  lonakannan
e 

  it was discerning (that). 

91    ke role  roma “Eio ke 
kavesilele iau 
ka kaeme 
kinung, na nga 
maimia kia?” 

It said, “That person there has 
always eluded me, what shall I do 
with him?” 

92  Na i ke ba`e maliava 
nge i oru 
ngeke 
sosoali 

 ta atung ta 
baingesoalinge 
maliava nge 
iau. 

Then it sent its ancestral spirits, 
things that were bad, to come harm 
my ancestral spirits. 

93 Maliava nge iau nge 
pe ngaroma kalinglili 
tane bollau 

  nga kuma kia.   My ancestral spirits will be ok if, (a) 
very great struggle, I will do/work 
it. 
 

94    nga lola kia   I will be taking it,  
95     lola kia   taking it,  
96     lola kia   taking it,  
97    nga ka legea.    we will work/prepare it,  
98 Ngaroma nge pe,   nga loa muni    ta oru  if it is good, I will go again to (do) 

something,  
99   oru nge pe pakau.   things will be good for me. 
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100    Nga paturu muni ta gauve ngae   I will begin to take my dogs again. 
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loanga ka iau. 
          
          
          
101    Nga  laumatana roma, maliava ngae 

iau keke pe 
muni. 

I will know that my ancestral spirits 
are ok again. 

102   Maliava nge 
soali 

ke lao tapu.    The bad ancestral spirits are gone 
completely. 

103 Pangamologa ina 
kanegu nga nanangea 
balinglaga laeala ae 
one roma nga maliava, 

   iala mana.    The part of my talk in response to 
that question you said about the 
ancestral spirit, that's it. 
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Participant references found in subordinate clauses are included in the counts in the following tables. The numbering system 
used in the text displays in the Appendices has been maintained with the following modifications: Where subordinate clauses 
precede the main clause, they are labeled #a, the main clause #b,  and subordinate clauses following #c. This means that a 
sentence could conceivably have #b and #c without having #a. Most quotations have been excluded from the count except 
where needed to make a link with a non-quote reference, in which case the clause number is enclosed in (). 
 

Cassowary Participants  
 

boko ‘cassowary’   -  MAJOR PARTICIPANT  48 mentions 
CL# Coding                 Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
2 boko ka i                 CT N   +   Equat. Const. SUBJECT/HEAD (equative clause) +20 +7 
3 boko ke                   CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
4b nge M-S verb subject marker +2 +8 
5 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
6b nge M-S verb subject marker +2 +9 
7 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
8b nge M-S verb subject marker +2 +6 
9 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
10 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
11 -e O.3S verb OBJECT marker +1 +6 
12b ngae i PREP + PRO OBLIQUE ARGUMENT +1 +5 
12c ine TEM.3S temporal subject marker +1 +4 

13b -e O.3S verb OBJECT marker +1 +3 
16c boko ke N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +5 +2 
17b -e O.3S verb OBJECT marker +1 +1 
17c i FR. PRO SUBJECT (no verb marker) +1 --- 
37 tae boko PREP + N OBLIQUE ARGUMENT +20 +5 
38 ngae i PREP + PRO OBLIQUE ARGUMENT +1 +5 
41 boko ale                   CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +5 
41 papana POS marker OBJECT +1 +5 
45 boko papana N + POS marker OBJECT +4 +6 
47a boko ke                    CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +6 
47c -a O.3S verb OBJECT marker +1 +6 
47d -a O.3S verb OBJECT marker +1 +6 
48 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
51 papana POS marker OBJECT +1 +6 
52  boko N (Object) OBJECT +4 +7 
53 boko ale                   CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
54 ale M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
54 papana tetoto POS marker OBJECT +1 +6 
55 papana laeala POS marker OBLIQUE ARGUMENT +1 +6 
57 boko papana laekia N + POS marker OBJECT +2 +6 
58 boko ale                   CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +6 
59 ale N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +6 
60 kia  (ka.3S) O.3S free verbal OBJECT marker +1 +5 
62 papana laeala POS marker OBJECT +2 +7 
64 kia  (ka.3S) O.3S free verbal OBJECT marker +4 +7 
65 boko ke                    CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
67 boko ka                    CT N   +   POS SUBJECT/POS subject marker +2 +8 
68b ke N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +8 
68c ∅  SS of purpose clause +1 +7 
71 boko ke                    CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +6 
72b ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
72c ∅  SS of purpose clause +1 +5 
73 ke sana M-S  + NEG-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
74 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
75 boko ke                    CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +2 
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76 ke sane M-S + NEG-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
77 nga boko PREP + N OBLIQUE ARGUMENT +1 -- 

Observations from boko ‘cassowary’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention – equative construction in SUBJECT role 
2. Reinvoked as noun with M-S. 
3. After invoking them while they persist as the subject-topic in the independent clause, they will be referenced by M-S 

primarily when they have syntactic subject function. 
4. Mentioned in 48 out of a total of 87 possible clauses (55%) 
5. Only nouns and noun phrases can have an RD greater than 4. 
 
 

sungsung ‘kingfisher’  – MAJOR PARTICIPANT  47 mentions 
CL# Coding                Topic  parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
14 tutu rilua sungsung 

keke                         CT 
NP   +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 +7 

15 rilua keke FR. PRO + M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
16b rilua keke FR. PRO + M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
17b rilua keke FR. PRO + M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +9 
18 sungsung ke            CT  N    +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +8 
20 sungsung ke            CT N    +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +8 
21 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
22 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
23 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
24 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
26 ke M-S verb subject marker +2 +8 
27 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
28 ke                              M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
31 sungsung ale baine  CT N+M-S+baina SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +7 
32 ale ASP/M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
33a ine  TEM.3S temporal subject marker +1 +6 
33b ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
34 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
35 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
37 ke M-S verb subject marker +2 +7 
38 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
42 sungsung ale            CT N    +   ASP/M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +4 +8 
43 sungsung ale            CT N    +   ASP/M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +9 
44 ale ASP/M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
45 ale ASP/M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
46 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
47c ine TEM.3S temporal subject marker +2 +7 
47d be CONJ.3S conjunction subject marker +2 +7 
48 kia   (ka.3S) O.3S free verbal OBJECT marker +1 +8 
49 sungsung ke             CT N    +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
50 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
51 ale ASP/M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
52 ale ASP/M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
55 sungsung ale            CT N    +   ASP/M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +8 
56 ale ASP/M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
57 ale ASP/M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
59 kia O.3S free verbal OBJECT marker +2 +8 
60 sungsung ke            CT N    +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
61 ale ASP/M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
62 ale ASP/M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
63 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
64 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
66 sungsung ke             CT N    +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +4 
68b sungsung N (Object) OBJECT +2 +3 
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68c -e  OBJECT of purpose construction +1 +2 
69 sungsung ke             CT N    +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +2 
70 ke M-S verb subject marker +2 +1 
72 -e  OBJECT of purpose construction +1 -- 

Observations from sungsung ‘kingfisher’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention – NP +  M-S in SUBJECT role 
2. Even though CL#20 has only an RD+2, it is beginning a new episode and so it gets marked by the re-invoking 

combination N+M-S. 
3. Mentioned in 47 out of a total of 87 possible clauses (54%) 
4. M-S 55% of the time  
5. However in CL#26, even though the RD is again +2, the M-S ke is used. The only other active participant has keke as its 

M-S, so there can be no ambiguous reference. 
6. It is interesting to note that although CL#36 has a 3S reference that intervenes between one reference to sungsung 

‘kingfisher’ (ke in CL#35) and another one (ke in CL#37), the kingfisher is taken as the default referent when there is no 
noun present in the clause. The NOUN must be used again to re-invoke the kingfisher in CL#42, because there is too 
much referential distance between CL#38 and #42. 

7. The shifts from one major participant to another require a shift from M-S back to NOUN+M-S. Then, as long as the 
subject remains the same, M-S is used until we shift participants again. This happens several times between the kingfisher 
and the cassowary, but it also happens between the kingfisher and the thrush.. It also must happen where the kingfisher 
moves from OBJECT role to subject role. 

8. It is interesting to note that both the plural referential version (plural NP + M-S) and the singular referent (singular N+M-
S) are mentioned first as the SUBJECT syntactic argument.  

 
 

tutu  ‘thrush’  -  MINOR PARTICIPANT     8 mentions 
CL# Coding                    Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
14 tutu rilua sungsung  

keke                            CT 
NP   +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 +4 

15 rilua keke FR. PRO +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +3 
16b rilua keke FR. PRO +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +2 
17b rilua keke FR. PRO +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +1 
18 tutu N (Object) OBJECT +1 +1 
28 tutu N (Object) OBJECT +10 +1 
29 tutu ke                         CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +1 
39 tutu ke                         CT N   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +10 --- 

Observations from tutu ‘thrush’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention – NP +  M-S  (as a subject with a major participant).  
2. Mentioned in 8 out of a total of 87 possible clauses (9% ) 
3. At no time does the referencing system get pared down to just a M-S marker, a fairly good indication that the thrush is a 

minor, not a major participant. 
4. All eight mentions are in independent clauses, and only two references give him core OBJECT role. All the others mark 

him as core subject. 
 

ragau  ‘people’  -  MINOR PARTICIPANT (SETTING)  -  17 men tions 
CL# Coding                 Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
3 ragau N OBJECT +20 +10 
4a ragau ngeke N    +   M-S SUBJECT /subordinate +1 +9 
4b rea Object PRO OBJECT +1 +9 
5b rea Object PRO OBJECT +1 +8 
6a ragau ngeke N    +   M-S SUBJECT /subordinate +1 +8 
7b rea Object PRO OBJECT +1 +8 
8a ragau ngeke N    +   M-S SUBJECT /subordinate +2 +7 
9 rea Object PRO OBJECT +2 +6 
10 ragau N OBJECT +1 +5 
11 ragau ngeke             CT N    +   M-S SUBJECT /subordinate +1 +4 
12b keke M-S verb subject marker /independent +1 +3 
12c ragau N OBJECT +1 +3 
13a ragau ngeke N    +   M-S SUBJECT /subordinate +1 +2 
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13b ngeke M-S verb subject marker /independent +1 +2 
16c ragau N OBJECT +1 +1 
17c ragau N OBJECT +1 -- 
76b ragau N OBJECT +20 -- 

Observations from ragau ‘people’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention – N in OBJECT role. 
2. Mentioned in 17 out of a total of 87 possible clauses (20%) 
3. M-S only reference 12% of the time, but basically in subordinate clauses—only once elsewhere 
4. Minor participants have fewer types of encoding than major participants do. Compare boko to ragau. 
5. The use of NOUN only encoding with MINOR PARTICIPANTS is limited to OBJECT SYNTACTIC CASE. 
6. Unless the MINOR PARTICIPANT has a role in the independent clause, it must always be encoded by at least a NOUN. 
7. The minor participant ragau is mentioned initially in the OBJECT syntactic role and referenced as having that role in 9 

other clauses. 
8. 6 of the 12 mentions are actually in subordinate clauses.  
9. Twice, the referential form is a M-S particle and once an object pronoun.  
 

Cassowary Props 
 

kaimo  ‘vine’ -  PROP   5 mentions 
CL# Coding Parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
21 kaimo  N OBJECT +20 +5 
22 ki  (ka.3P) O.3P free verbal OBJECT marker +1 +3 
23 rea Object PRO OBJECT +1 +2 
24 rea Object PRO OBJECT +1 +1 
25 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 -- 

Observations from kaimo ‘vine’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention given with prop referent having object function & appears most often in OBJECT function 
 

sue  ‘bone’   -  PROP    4 mentions 
CL# Coding Parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
20 kanna ka sue  POS  +  NP OBJECT +20 -- 
43 sue N OBJECT +20 +1 
44 sue laekia kanna NP POS OBJECT +1 -- 
56 sue laekia kanna NP POS OBJECT +10 -- 

Observations from sue ‘bone’ tracking: 
2. 1st mention & always appears in OBJECT role  
 

ragi  ‘rope’   -  PROP  4 mentions 
CL# Coding Parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
26 kanna ragi POS + N (NP) OBJECT +20 +2 
27 -e O.3S verb OBJECT marker +1 +1 
31 ragi NP OBJECT NP +4 -- 
46 ka ragi PREP + N OBLIQUE ARGUMENT +15 -- 

Observations from ragi ‘rope’ tracking: 
1. One reference is merely an OBJECT marker on the verb. 
2. But the other three all have nouns.  
3. Must be re-invoked by noun when RD >1 
 

bagitu luguna ‘shrub flower’   -  PROP   7 mentions 
CL# Coding Parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
33b bagitu luguname ka ri 

papatu 
NP OBJECT (NP) +20 +1 

34 rea Object PRO OBJECT +1 -- 
(49c) bagitu luguna laekia NP SUBJECT of quote +10 +1 
50 kia   (ka.3S) O.3S free verbal OBJECT marker +1 +1 
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(60c) bagitu laekia te NP SUBJECT of quote +9 +1 
(60d) kia O.3S free verbal obj mkr of quote +1 +1 
61 bagitu luguna laekia NP OBJECT +1 -- 

Observations from bagitu luguna ‘shrub flower’ tracking: 
3. 1st mentioned in a NP 
4. Appears most often in OBJECT role 
 

kue   ‘rain’  -  PROP      5 mentions  
CL# Coding Parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
(18c) kaning ka kue POS  +  PREP +  N OBJECT of quote +20 -- 
29 kue NOUN OBJECT +10 +1 
30 kue ke N   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +3 
36 kue ke N   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +6 +2? 
39 kue N OBJECT +3 +1 
40 kue ke N   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 -- 

Observations from kue ‘rain’ tracking: 
1. Again, the prop, this time kue ‘rain’, is mentioned initially in a clause where it has core OBJECT function.  
2. Note that it gets used as a subject however more times than as an OBJECT. This is probably because the rain is a force and 
forces are frequently encoded as the subject core argument. 
3. But there are only 5 clauses that mention rain. 
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Participant references found in subordinate clauses are included in the counts in the following tables. The numbering system used 
in the text displays in the Appendices has been maintained with the following modifications: Where subordinate clauses precede 
the main clause, they are labeled #a, the main clause #b,  and subordinate clauses following #c. This means that a sentence could 
conceivably have #b and #c without having #a. Most quotations have been excluded from the count except where needed to make 
a link with a non-quote reference, in which case the clause number is enclosed in (). 
 

Evil Spirit Participants  
 

avale  ‘woman’  -  MAJOR PARTICIPANT  90 mentions 
CL# Coding                    Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
2 pana lua rae napengana 

keke                           CT 
NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker   +20 +6 

2 ae ri POS  +  FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +6 
3 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
4 avale ke                      CT N       +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +8 
5 avale laeala ke            CT NP     +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +8 
6b natale                          CT Npos   Possessive on SUBJECT +1 +8 
6c ae ri POS   +  FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +8 
9a ina avale ae i TEM  +  NP SUBJECT /subordinate +2 +9 
9b pakia O.3S free verbal OBJECT marker +1 +9 
10 napengana ke              CT Npos   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +9 
11b ke sene M-S  NEG SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +9 
11c ngae ri POS  +  FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +9 
12 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
13 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
14 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
15a avale laeala ine NP    +  TEM.3S SUBJECT /subordinate +1 +9 
15b ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
15b nena ka talie launame POS  +  NP OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +9 
16 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
17 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
18a pakia O.3S free verbal OBJECT 

marker/subordinate 
+1 +9 

18b ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
19 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
20 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
20 kanna ka sia POS  +  N OBLIQUE ARGUMENT +1 +8 
21 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
22-6 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
27 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
28 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
31a ina avale laeala TEM  +  NP SUBJECT /subordinate +2 +5 
31b avale laeala ke            CT NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +5 
32 ka  lonananna M-POS  +  Npos SUBJECT +1 +5 
34a ina i TEM  FR. PRO SUBJECT /subordinate +2 +5 
34b ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
37 avale laekia ke            CT NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +5 
38 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
39 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
40 kia O.3S free verbal OBJECT marker +1 +5 
41a avale laeala               NP OBJECT/subordinate +1 +5 
41b ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
47 avale laekia nge          CT NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +5 +9 
48 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
49 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
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50 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
51 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
52 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
53 avale laekia  NP OBJECT +1 +3 
54 ri pana lua NP SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +2 
55a avale laekia NP SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +2 
55a ri FR. PRO SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +2 
55b i ke FR. PRO  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +2 
55b ele ngae i N + POS+ FR. PRO. OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +2 
56 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
57 ri pana lua NP OBJECT +1 -- 
94 avale laekia ke            CT NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +10 +1 
95 napengana Npos OBJECT +1 +1 
105 sia ina avale laekia patue NP OBJECT +9 +2 
106 avale laeala NP OBJECT +1 +1 
108 talie launa ae napengana POS  +  Npos OBJECT +2 -- 
139 avale laekia ke            CT NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +10 +8 
140a ina avale laekia TEM  +  NP SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +8 
140b ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
141 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
142a ine TEM.3S SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +8 
142b -e O.3S OBJECT +1 +8 
145 avale laekia ke            CT NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +6 
146a ine TEM.3S SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +5 
146b ramao ae i N + POS + FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +5 
147 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
148 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
149 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
150 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
151-4 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
157b i FR.  PRO OBJECT +3 +8 
157c i FR.  PRO SUBJECT of purpose clause +3 +8 
159 avale laekia ke            CT NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +7 
160 ke sene M-S +  NEG verb subject marker +1 +6 
161 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
162 rae natale ke                CT NP   +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +4 
163 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
164 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
165-7 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
168 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
169 avale laekia NP OBJECT +1 +1 
179 pana lua rae natale NP OBJECT +9 +2 
188 pana lua natatale  

keke                           CT 
NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +9 +4 

189 avale laeala ka i NP  +   Equat. Const. SUBJECT/HEAD (equative clause) +1 +4 
191-2 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
193 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
196 avale ke                      CT N  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +5 
198 nge ri pana lua PREP   +  NP OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +2 +5 
199 ri pana lua ke             CT NP  +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +4 
200 nge ri pana lua PREP   +  NP OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +3 
202 avale ke                     CT N  +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +3 
203 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
204 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
211 avale laekia ke           CT NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +7 -- 
222 avale laekia NP OBJECT +10 +3 
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223 kia O.3S free verbal OBJECT marker +1 +2 
224 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
225 avale laeala ke NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 -- 
225 soare kangang kia NP O.3S OBJECT +1 -- 

Observations from avale ‘woman’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention – NP +  M-S  in SUBJECT role. 
2. Mentioned in 90 out of a total of 251 possible clauses ( 36%) 
3. M-S only reference 47% of the time. 
4. Only nouns and NP constructions can have an RD greater than 4. 
5. Change of topic occurs most often with change of subject and requires more explicit reference (noun/noun phrase) 
6. Higher level reference form in an object or oblique clause constituent can serve as an explicit reference and suffices for 

minimal form reference in following clauses. 
7. Non-specific reference (ex. 3rd  sing. M-S particle for plural subjects) often requires referent reiteration (i.e. higher level ref. 

form) in immediately following clause. 
8. Major participants with more active (agent) roles will appear less frequently in object and/or oblique sentence constituents. 
9. Pronouns were found to be not particularly significant as reference forms probably due to the fact that participant tracking is 

done on the modal-subject particle. But pronouns must be used in certain cases.  
 
 

natale  ‘her husband’  -  MAJOR PARTICIPANT  78 mentions 
CL# Coding                Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
2 pana lua rae napengana 

keke                       CT 
NP   +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 +7 

2 ae ri POS +  FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +7 

3 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
4 natale Npos OBJECT +1 +5 
6 natale ke                 CT Npos   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +4 
7a ina apanung TEM  +   N SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +3 
7b ke M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +3 
7b ae ri POS  + FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +3 
8 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
9 natale ke                 CT Npos  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +2 
11 ngae ri POS  + FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +1 
18 ina natale TEM  +  N SUBJECT/subordinate +7 -- 
95 avale laekia natale  

ke                            CT 
NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 +6 

95 napengana Npos OBJECT +1 +7 
96-8 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
99 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
101-3 ke(ke) M-S verb subject marker +2 +9 
104 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
105 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
106 ke sene ke M-S  +   NEG verb subject marker +1 +9 
107 apanung laekia ke   CT NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +9 
108 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
109 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
110 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
111 eke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
112 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
113 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
114 be CONJ-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
115 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
116 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
117 be CONJ-S verb subject marker +1 +8 

118 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
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119 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
120 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
121 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
122 avale laekia natale  

ke                            CT 
NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +8 

123 goe laekia goena ke NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
123c ∅  SS of purpose clause +1 +7 
124 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
125 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
126 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
128 nge M-S verb subject marker +2 +6 
129 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
130 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
131 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
133 ke M-S verb subject marker +2 +5 
134 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
135 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
140 natale Npos OBJECT +5 +4 
142 natale ke                 CT Npos  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +3 
143 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
144 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
146 natale ke                 CT Npos +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +1 
155 natale ke                 CT Npos +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +10 +7 
156 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
157 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
158 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
162 rae natale ke           CT NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +4 
163 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
163 te ri PREP  +  FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +3 
164 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
165-7 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
168 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 -- 
179 pana lua rae natale NP OBJECT +10 +1 
188 pana lua natatatale  

ke                             CT 
NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +9 +4 

190 natale ka i Npos +Equat.Const. SUBJECT/HEAD (equative clause) +3 +5 
191-2 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
193 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
194 natale ke                   CT Npos  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +3 
197 natale ka i Npos +Equat.Const. SUBJECT/HEAD (equative clause) +3 +6 
198 nge ri pana lua PREP  +   NP OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +5 
199 ri pana lua ke           CT NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +4 
200 nge ri pana lua PREP  +  NP OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +3 
205 apanung ke               CT N  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +4 +4 
206 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
207 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
210 ri lua FR.  PRO OBJECT +3 +2 
213 natale ke                  CT Npos  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +2 
216 avale laeala natale  

ke                             CT 
NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +2 

222 pana lua rae goena  
keke                         CT 

NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +6 +1 

223 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 -- 

Observations from natale ‘her husband’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention – NP + M-S in SUBJECT role. 
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2. Mentioned in 78 out of a total of 251 possible clauses (31%) 
3. M-S only reference 58% of the time. 
4. CL#123 uses explicit ref. probably because of intervening quote at end of CL#122  
5. Different reference forms at the same level, for example Husband NP could=: ‘two people (he and) his wife’, ‘two people (her 

and) her husband’, ‘(one of) those two people’, ‘woman’s huband’, ‘this woman’s husband’, ‘that woman’s husband’, ‘this 
boy’s in-law, this man’. 

 
 

gie/soare   ‘pig/evil spirit’  -  MAJOR PARTICIPANT  73 menti ons 
CL# Coding                    Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
29 gie laeala e kaninnia  

ura                               CT 
NP  +   Equat. Const. SUBJECT/HEAD (equative clause) +20 +7 

30a soare te NP SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +7 
30b ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
30b basema i a gie Equat. Const. OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +7 
31 -e O.3S OBJECT +1 +7 
32 gie N OBJECT +1 +7 
34 soare te ora kalluva puna 

lele nga kunna 
NP  +  Rel. Const. OBJECT +1 +7 

35 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
36 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
39 soare laekia NP OBJECT +3 +6 
40 soare laekia ke            CT NP  +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +5 
41a ina nga soare nge TEM  +  N +  M-S SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +5 
42 soare ke                       CT N    +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +3 
43 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
44-6 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
47a ine TEM.3S SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +3 
53 soare ke N  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +6 +5 
54 ri pana lua ke               CT NP  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +6 
55a ri FR. PRO SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +5 
57 soare ke                        CT N  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +5 
57 ri pana lua NP OBJECT +1 +5 
58-9 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
62a soare laekia ine NP  +  TEM.3S SUBJECT/subordinate +3 +7 
62b nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
63 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
64c ina soare nge TEM  +  N  +  M-S SUBJECT/subordinate +1 +6 
67 soare N OBJECT +3 +6 
68 -e O.3S OBJECT +1 +5 
69 soare nge N  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +6 
70 ngeke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
71-3 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
74 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
75 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
78 soare N OBJECT +3 +6 
79 soare nge                    CT N  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +6 
80-4 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
85 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
86 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
87 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
88 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
89 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
91 soare ke                     CT N  +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +2 
92 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
93 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 -- 
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93 ae i POS  +  FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 -- 
(127c) soare te ora kalluva puna 

lele nga kunna 
NP  +  Rel. Const. OBJECT of quote +20 +3 

(132c) soare ora kalluva puna 
lele nga kunna 

N     +  Rel. Const. OBJECT of quote +5 +2 

134 soare maga ae i N + POS + FR.PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +2 +1 
135 soare maga ae i N + POS + FR.PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 -- 
160 maga ae soare POS   +   N OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +20 +2 
169 soare ke                       CT N   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +9 +9 
170 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
171 soare ke                       CT N   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +8 
172 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
173 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
174 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
175 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
176 soare ke                        CT N   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +4 
177 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
178 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
179 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
180-7 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 -- 
208 soare ke                       CT N   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 +4 
209 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
209 rae i POS  +  FR. PRO OBJECT +1 +4 
210 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
215 soare ke                       CT N   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +5 +5 
218 soare ke                       CT N   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +4 
219 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
219 ae i POS  +  FR. PRO OBJECT +1 +3 
220 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
221 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
225 soare kangan N   +   Npos OBJECT +4 -- 

Observations from soare ‘evil spirit’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention  -  NP  +   Equat. Const. in SUBJECT role. 
2. Mentioned in 73 out of a total of 251 possible clauses (29%) 
3. M-S only reference 46% of the time. 
4. Object nouns appear to limit RDs  (<4 ) 
 
 

goena  ‘his (the husband’s) brother-in-law’  -  MINOR PARTICIPANT   25 mentions 
CL# Coding                     Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
99 goena Npos OBJECT +20 +9 
100 goena ke                     CT Npos  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +9 
101 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
102 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
103 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
104 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
105 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
106 ke sene ke M-S  +  NEG verb subject marker +1 +9 
(109) goegu Npos OBJECT of quote +3 +9 
110 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
111 eke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
112 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
113 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
114 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
115 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
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116 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
117 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
118 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
119 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
120 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
121 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
122 goena Npos OBJECT +1 -- 
195 goena ka                      CT Npos  +  M-POS SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 -- 
222 pana lua rae goena  

keke                             CT 
NP SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 +1 

223 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 -- 

Observations from goena ‘his brother-in-law’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention Npos in OBJECT role 
2. Mentioned in 25 out of a total of 251 possible clauses (9%) 
3. M-S references are only when included with ‘husband’ (major part.) 
4. All mentions are in independent clauses, and only two references give him core OBJECT role. All the others mark him as 

core subject. 
 
 

ragau re nga maga e kapunu  ‘people from 1st village’  -  MINOR PART.   6 mentions 
CL# Coding                    Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
64 ragau ngeke                CT N  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 +4 
65 ngeke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
66 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
67 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
68 ragau ngeke                CT N  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 -- 
127 re nga maga e kapunu  

ke                                CT 
Rel. Const. + M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 -- 

 

ragau re nga maga tetoto  ‘people from 2nd village’  -  MINOR PART.   4 mentions 
CL# Coding                     Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
76 ragau ngeke                CT N  +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 +3 
77 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
78 nge M-S verb subject marker +1 +1 
132 re nga maga mun, maga 

tetot 
Rel. Const. + M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 -- 

 

ragau kinung ‘all people (from evil spirit’s village)’  -  MINOR  PART.   4 mentions 
CL# Coding                     Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
88 ragau kinung re nga maga 

laeala ae i 
Rel. Const. OBJECT +20 +2 

89 kerea Object PRO OBJECT +1 +1 
90 ragau kinung keke        CT NP  +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 -- 
136 ragau kinung ke            CT NP  +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +20 +9 
136c ∅  SS of purpose clause +1 +9 

Observations from ragau ‘people (all)’ tracking: 
1. Mentioned in 6 out of a total of 251 possible clauses (2%) 
2. May appear as M-S only but in limited numbers/spans of text 
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Evil Spirit Props 
 

talie launame  ‘talie leaves’  -  PROP  9 mentions 
CL# Coding Parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
15 nena ka talie launame POS + NP OBJECT +20 +3 
16 rea Object  PRO free verbal OBJECT marker +1 +2 
17 ki (ka.3P) O.3P free verbal OBJECT marker +1 +1 
18 ki (ka.3P) O.3P free verbal OBJECT marker +1 -- 
41 talie lalauna NP OBJECT +20 +4 
47 talie launa kena NP OBJECT +6 +3 
50 launa kena NP OBJECT +3 +2 
55 talie lalauna panu NP OBJECT +5 +1 
56 rea Object  PRO free verbal OBJECT marker +5 -- 

Observations from talie launame  ‘ talie leaves’ tracking: 
1. Never occurs as subject always OBJECT 
2. Introduced in a NP 
 

gio/sula ‘spear’  -  PROP  4  mentions 
CL# Coding Parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
15 gio ngae i N + POS+ FR. PRO OBJECT +20 -- 
209 sulangkai rae i N +POS+  FR. PRO OBJECT +20 +1 
219 sula N OBJECT +9 +1 
221 gio nginngina NP OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT (locative) +2 -- 

Observations from gio  ‘spear’ tracking: 
1. Never occurs as subject always OBJECT (or locative) 
2. Introduced in a NP 
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Dog and Wallaby Participants  
 

gauve ‘dog’   -  MAJOR PARTICIPANT  38 mentions 
CL# Coding                    Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
1 lausa ri ra gauve Rel. Const. OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT (story 

intro) 
+20 +9 

2 ri pana lua ka ri           CT NP  +   Equat. Const. SUBJECT/HEAD (equative clause) +1 +8 
3 ri lua ke NP  +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
4 ri lua keke NP  +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +6 
5 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
6 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
7 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
8 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
9 ri lua keke NP  +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +3 
10 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
18 gaune ke                      CT N    +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +8 +8 
19 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
20 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
21 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
24 gauve ka                      CT N    +    M-POS SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +9 
25 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
26 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
27 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +8 
28 ka M-POS verb subject marker +1 +7 
29 ka M-POS verb subject marker +1 +8 
30 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +6 
31 gauve ke                      CT N    +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +5 
32 ke  M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
33 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
36 gauve ke                      CT N    +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +7 
39 ri pana lua ke saena ri  CT NP  +   Equat. Const. SUBJECT/HEAD (equative clause) +3 +8 
40 ri pana lua keke NP  +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
40 rea Object PRO OBJECT +1 +7 
41 nge ri lua PREP  +   NP OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +6 
42 gauve ke                      CT N     +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +5 
44 ri pana lua                   CT NP TOPIC +2 +4 
44 ri lua NP OBJECT +1 +4 
45 ri lua ke saene ke NP   +  M-S  +  NEG SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +3 
46 ri pana lua ka NP   +  M-POS SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +2 
46 ngae ri PREP  +  FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +2 
47 ri lua nge NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +1 
47 pakerea BEN-Object PRO OBJECT +1 +1 
48 ri lua nge NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 -- 

Observations from gauve ‘dog’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention   -  Relative construction (in story intro) 
2. 2nd mention  -  NP  +   Equat. Const. in SUBJECT role. 
3. Mentioned in 38 out of a total of 58 possible clauses (66%) 
 
 

lausa ‘wallaby’  – MAJOR PARTICIPANT  36 mentions 
CL# Coding                    Topic parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
1 lausa ri ra gauve Rel. Const. OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +20 +9 
2 ri pana lua ka ri            CT NP  +   Equat. Const. SUBJECT/HEAD (equative clause) +1 +8 
3 ri lua ke NP  +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
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4 ri lua keke NP  +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +6 
5 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
6 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
7 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
8 keke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
9 ri lua keke NP  +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +3 
10 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +3 
12 lausa ke                        CT N    +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +6 
13 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
14 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +5 
15 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +4 
16 ka M-POS verb subject marker +1 +3 
17 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +2 
22 lausa ke                        CT N    +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +5 +1 
23 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 -- 
31 a lausa Rel. Const. OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +8 +4 
34 lausa ke                        CT N    +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +3 +4 
35 ke  M-S verb subject marker +1 +7 
37 lausa ke                        CT N    +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +9 
38 ke M-S verb subject marker +1 +9 
39 ri pana lua ke saena ri  CT NP  +   Equat. Const. SUBJECT/HEAD (equative clause) +3 +8 
40 ri pana lua keke NP  +    M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +7 
40 rea Object PRO OBJECT +1 +7 
41 nge ri lua PREP  +   NP OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +6 
43 lausa ke saene N     +   M-S  + NEG SUBJECT/verb subject marker +2 +5 
44 ri pana lua                    CT NP TOPIC +2 +4 
44 ri lua NP OBJECT +1 +4 
45 ri lua ke saene ke NP   +  M-S  +  NEG SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +3 
46 ri pana lua ka NP   +  M-POS SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +2 
46 ngae ri PREP  +  FR. PRO OBLIQUE  ARGUMENT +1 +2 
47 ri lua nge NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 +1 
47 pakerea BEN-Object PRO OBJECT +1 +1 
48 ri lua nge NP   +  M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker +1 -- 

Observations from lausa ‘wallaby’ tracking: 
1. 1st mention   -  Relative construction (in story intro) 
2. 2nd mention  -  NP  +   Equat. Const. in SUBJECT role. 
3. Mentioned in 36 out of a total of 58 possible clauses (62%) 

Dog and Wallaby Props 
 

ivo  ‘ ivo fruit’ -  PROP   8 mentions 
CL# Coding Parts of speech syntactic role RD PERS. 
11 ivo te ke NP  +   M-S SUBJECT/verb subject marker (tree 

reference rather than fruit) 
+20 +7 

12 ivo koina NP OBJECT +1 +6 
13 te ART. OBJECT +1 +5 
14 -e O.3S OBJECT +1 +4 
15 -a O.3S OBJECT +1 +3 
17 -a O.3S OBJECT +2 +2 
18c -a O.3S OBJECT/subordinate +1 +1 
20c ine TEM.3S temporal subject marker +2 -- 

Observations from ivo ‘ ivo fruit’ tracking: 
1. Mentioned initially in SUBJECT role but refers to the ivo tree rather then the fruit. 
2. 2nd mention in OBJECT role  
3. Introduced in a NP 


